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ABSTRACT

Change in the health and functional status of elderly adults may emerge

gradually or suddenly and creates stress and the need for change in the roles of

adult ofßpring. Demographic projections on the aging population, combined with

pressures on the health care system have significant implications for family caregivers.

The purpose of this study was to examine the subjective experience of adult ofßpring

of frail elderly patients on geriatric nedicine wards in a canadian teaching hospital.

Guided by a conceptual model of ttre caregiving stress process, the qualitative

desig¡ incorporated tenets from ethnography. Twelve informants were purposively

selected to obtain substantive data on their perception of change in their parents'

health, their caregiving role, and their interaction with siblings and health care

professionals. Data were gathered through face-to-face interviews and analysed usilg

l,¿ininger's (1985) phases of pattem and theme analysis. The ,'Erhnog¡¿pfr,'

eomputerized software program assisted data coding and sorting proc€sses.

Patte¡ns revealed the changing nature of health crises, complications, and

ùailty, worries for the future, frustration and friction with siblings, the challenges of

monitoring care, relentlessly seeking information, encouraging parents' resilience,

attending to sell and the meaning embodied in caregiving. Thematic analysis led to

the metaphor or the caregiving Labyrinth as a conceptual scheme for understanding

parental caregiving in the hospital context. The themes were: (a) caregiving as

symbolic journey, (b) weaving through complexities, and (c) the centre of meaning.

Implications for nursing practice and education suggest that it is important

that geriatric models of care ensure continuity, communication, and consideration of



family members' needs from the time of admission and throughout the

hospitalization. studies on interventions to promote healthy transitions along the

caregiving trajectory and research on family units involved in caregiving are

recommended for further research.
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Introduction

This chapær identifies the purpose and the resea¡ch questions addressed in the

study. The clinical and theoretical underpinnings that gave direction to the study are

provided. Rationale supporting the need for this study, as well as the conceptual

framework and major conc€pts that guided the study, are also identified.

Ststement of the Problem

Change in the health and fr¡nctional status of an elderly adult may emerge

gradually or suddenly. Not only may the life of the older adult be affected, but also the

lives of family members may change. A significant decline in the health condition of

elderly parents may create substantial stress and a need for change in the role of adult

sons and daughærs.

Several factors influence the degree of stress, the extent of,, change in adult

offsprings' roles, and the process of adapting to these changes. How adult sons and

daughters perceive, inteþret and ascribe meaning to the change in their parents, health

condition a¡rd to the change in their caregiving role forms the central question of the

thesis,

It is both essential and timely to understand the subjective appraisal of sons and

daughters who are instrumental in providing and coordinating resources to meet their

parents' needs. The perceptions of adult offspring have a bearing on whethe¡ or not an
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elderly patient can successfully return to community-based living.

Canadian demographic projections of the elderly population indicate that by the

year 2006, 15% of the population will be aged 65 or over (Statistics Canada, 1990). The

population segment of individuals aged 75 and over is increasing the most rapidly; this

group is also the most frail and require higher levels of support (Statistics Canada, 1990),

This projection combined with the cost containment trend i¡ health care of shifting

hospital based care for the elderly to community based programs has considerable

implications for the role of family members @utl, 1990; Nolan & Grant, 1992; Oktay

& Volland, 1990; O'Neill & Sorensen, 1991).

The impact of hospitalization on frail elderly people has been well documented

in the literature. Elderly patients frequently have characteristics that place them at

greater risk for developing additional health and functional impairments @avis, Shapiro,

& Kane, 1984; Palmer, I¿ndefeld, Kresevic, & Kowal, 1994; Rockwood, Fox, Stolee,

Robertson, & Beattie, 1994; Tappen & Beckerman, 1993). They may be deating with

a number of chronic diseases, multisystem problems, numerous hospital admissions, and

¡ecent losses in thei¡ social network, all of which make more complicakd their recovery

and ¡eturn to inde,pendent living @lumenfield, Morris & Sherman, 1982; Rockwood et

al., 1994).

Hospital stays are generally longer for elderly patients and the incidence of

complications tends to increase with age (Gillick, Serrell & Gillick, 1982; palmer et aI.,

1994). Complic¿tions commonly include adverse drug reactions, incontinence, falls,

infection, and confusional staies that may result in a loss of functionat ability in the areas
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of mobility, activities sf d¡ily living, bowel and bladder functioning, and cognitive

competence @avis et al., 1984; Lipowski, 1983; Rosen, 1994).

Kuypers and Bengtson (1983) strass that older persons confronting illness may be

particularly wlnerable to losing their capacity to adapt, to perform roles adequately, and

to have a sense of mastery. They are vulnerable to losing previous self-cåre abilities and

believing that they are helpless. The experience of being hospitalized for some older

persons leads to their feeling increasingly dependent and incompetent.

Family members are also vulnerable to having a difflrcult time responding to the

problems of the older person @eckingham & Bauman, 1990; Kuypers & Bengtson,

1983). An important dimension of elderly patients' hospital experience is the impact of

their changing needs on their adult offspring. The roles of sons and daughters are

frequently in a state of flux and transition as parents require either additional o¡ different

types of assistance than prior to thei¡ admission to hospital, Adult sons and daughters

may view patients' need fo¡ helping or caregiving assista¡ce as something that will be

ongoing and continue to increase onc€ the patent is discharged.

Presently, there is scarce documentation of the experience of adult sons and

daughters of hospitalize{ elderly parents going through an acute health care crisis @ull,

1990; Bull, Jervis, & Her, 1995; Taitinen, 1994; Nolan & Grant, 1992). Littleatæntion

has focused on the impact on families of caring for elderly persons who have sustained

a hip fracture or a stroke (Silliman & Sternberg,l9SS). Some inüerest has been shown

in the experience of family members of hospitalized elderly patients awaiting placement

in a long term care facility (Hall, 1989; Rosenthal, Sulman, & Marshall, 1992).
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Health professionals, by involving themselves early on with adult offspring, may

help to ease their anxiety and thus prevent their inærpretating the situation as a crisis.

The sense that their parents' needs create a crisis may negatively affect the adult sons'

or daughters' perception of their capacity to help in caregiving activities. Cicirelli (1988)

examined the filial anxiety that adult offspring experience regarding the anticþted care

needs of elderly parents. He suggests that moderate levels of filial anxiety may promote

adult sons' and daughærs' motivation for caregiving, where¿s high levels of anxiety may

lead ùo avoidance of caregiving activities.

The significance of family membe¡s' subjective appraisal of the caregiving

experience, particularly in relation to sEess and burden, has been addressed in the

literature on older families (Montgomery, Gonyea, & Hmyman, 1985; Novak & Guest,

1989; 7aif, Todd, & 7Ârit, 1986). Most studies, however, have drawn their samples

from community based populations and/o¡ have studied the experience of caregivers of

elderly family membe¡s with dementia. Research on the meaning of caregiving ùo

cognitively aware but physically disabled elderly family members has been neglected

(O'Neill & Sorensen, 1991).

There is a need for resea¡ch on the experience ofadult offspring with hospitalized

frail elderly parents who are cognitively aware but do require the support and help of

their family if they are to retum successfully to community-based living, Knowledge of

such experience may help health care professionals identify the needs of these family

membe¡s. Health care professionals' quick response may enable adult sons and daughters

to engage effectively in caregivi-ng activities and thus facilitate the successful discharge
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of hospitalize<l elderly patients back to the community. Moos and Schaefer (1986)

indicate that during periods of change or transition, individuals are open to the

suggestions and advice of othe¡s. Nurses and other he¿lth care professionals who a¡e

aware of the issues related to parentål caregiving are in a position to prepare adult

offspring for what they may encounter and to help them mobilize their coping tesources.

The purpose of this study was, therefore, to examine the subjective appraisal of

adult sons and daughters as they adapted to change in their hospitalized parents' health,

their caregiving role, and thei¡ inte¡action with siblings and he¿lth care professionals.

A q'alil¿¡ive design was utilized ùo describe, understand, analyze, and interpret the

characteristics of this phenomenon.

ftc Àesesrrh Ouestiotrs

The following research questions were exami¡ed in this study:

1. How do adult sons and daughærs understand the changes in the health of

hospitalized frail elderly parents?

2. What are adult lsons' and daughærs' interpretations of what the changes in

parents' he¿lth will imply for their caregiving role?

3. How do adult sons and daughters perceive thei¡ interaction with health care

professionals?

4. How are adult sons and daughters coping with the changes and demands of the

situation?
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5. What are adult sons' and daughters' understanding of their siblings' perception,

interpretation, and appraisal of the situation?

6. How do adult sons and daughters ascribe meaning to caring for their parents?

Simificsnce of the Study to Nunsine

In hospitals, the complex issues facing sons and daughters pose many challenges

for practising nurses. The downsizing of he¿lth ca¡e institutions and the trend to

providing care and treatment in the community requiras nurs€s to be knowledgeable in

communicating and problem solving with familie,s @u11, 1990; Grandine, 1995; Nolan

& Grant, 1992). Grandine (1995) has suggested that a family focus has the potential to

nreduce morbidity, recidivism, and healti care costs" þ. 31).

Adult offspring frequently voice anxieties tro the nurse about thei¡ parents' well-

being as well as worries abôut thei¡ own capacity to respond to their parents' needs.

Systems theory suggest that change in one family member affect all family members

(Wright & Iæahey, 1984), a phenomenon clearly evident to nurses,, who work with

elderþ patients. Although individual adult sons and daughùers were the informants in

this study, O'Neill and Sprensen (1991) highlight the importance for nurses ùo understand

that an individual's perception is grounded in the family context. Therefore, relationship

dynamics of how siblings respond !o change in their elderly parents must be addressed.

Responding to the concems and worries expressed by the sons and daughters of

elderly patiens in a sensitive, relevant, and effectual man¡er is an important dimension

of clinical nursing practice. The "helping" and "teaching-coaching,' domains of nursing



de.scribed by Benner (1984) indicaie the therapeutic role nurses may play witf, efOe.fy

patients and thei¡ sons and daughters. Benner (1984) has described a number of

competencies or components to these two domains. These i¡clude (a) providing

emotional and informational support to patients' families, (b) guiding individuals through

emotional and developmental change, (c) æsisting patients (and families) to int€grate the

implications of illness and recovery into their lifestyles, (d) opening ways of "being" and

coping for the patient and family.

Burnside (1990) proposed that sensitivity, expertise, and caring a¡e three

fundamental components of gerontological nursing. Caring is described as the essential

and cenfal value guiding the practice of nursing (Benner & lfrubel, 1989; Roach, 1987).

A vital starting point from which to build nursing knowledge and enable nurses to wo¡k

in a caring and effective manner with the adult sons and daughters of elderly patients,

is to begin by understanding the reality of those central to the lived experience: their

pe.rceptions, understandings, inûerpretations, and meaning of the changes they are facing.

This study attempted to:

l. Expand understanding of how elderly parents' hospitalization is subjectively

experienced by their adçlt sons and daughærs.

2, Help delineate ways for nurses to assess adult sons' and daughters' appraisal and

inte¡pretation of the situation,

3. Add to our knowledge of what nursing interventions are supportive to adult sons

and daughters.

4, Help strengthen a family-oriented approach to caring for hospitalize<l frail elderly



patients.

5. Add to our understanding of the relationship dynamics among sibtings in families

with frail elderly parents,

eonceotual Framework

The study was guided by the conceptual model developed by Pearlin, Mullan,

Semple, and Skaff (1990) from thei¡ rese¿rch on the stress process and specifically from

exploratory rese¿¡ch among spouses and adult offspring caring for relatives with

Alzheimer's disease. Their aim was to clarify the sttess proc€ss as it pertains to

caregiving, and to offer the model as a guideline for future caregiving research.

Although the model stemmed from research on caregiving related to AÞheimer,s disease,

application to caregiving related to otler chronic he¿lth conditions appeåred feasible.

The conceptual components of the model were useful æ a sensitizing framework for this

study, The potential for caregiving ùo be stre,ssful is a reality that has been well

documented in the liûerature on adult offspring caring for older frail.parents @rody,

1981, 1985; Brody, Kleban, Johnsen, Hoffman, & Schoonover, 1987; Montgomery et

al., 1985; Neugarten & Hagestad, 1976; Young & Kahana, 1989). Pearlin et al. (1990)

described caregiver stress as a process encompassing contextual features, psychological,

intra-familial, and social components.

Conce¡¡tual Comoonents of the Model

The caregiving shess process is comprised of four domains: "the background and
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orcontext of stress; the stressors; the mediators of stress; and the outcomes

manifestations of stress" @earlin et al., 1990, p. 586).

First, the background and contexts of the stress p¡ocess were described by Peartin

et al. (1990) as including four interactive components. These are: (a) the characteristics

of the caregiver, such as age, gender, and economic status, @) the characteristics of the

caregiving history, that is, the nature of the caregiver's relationship with the care-

receiver, and the length of time c¿¡e has been required, (c) the existing family network

and social support resources, and (d) the access to, and linkages with, community

programs,

The second domain describe.s the primary and secondary sEessors embodied in

the caregiving stress process. Pearlin et al. (1990) proposed that the primary shessors

of the situation influence the secondary stressors. In their work with family caregivers

of individuals with Alzheimer's disease, they found that the primary stressors were

associated with both objective and subjective indicaûors, Objective indicators are defined

as those directly connected to the needs and demands of the c¿re-¡eceiver. Subjective

indicators ¡elate to the changing relationship b€twe€n the caregiver and care-receive¡.

Indicato¡s of objectivet stresso¡s include the cognitive status of the care-receiver,

behavioral manifestations related to Alzheimer's disease, and the arnount of help needed

with instrumental and personal activities of daily living. Subjective stressors are the

caregivers' sense of personal hardship and the loss of the former relationship with the

ca¡e-receiver due to the nature of the ch¡onic disease.

Secondary stressors appeår to be influenced by and flow from the demands of the
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cffegiving situation, particularly if the caregiving trajectory is progressively demanding

and longstanding (Pearlin et al. , 1990). The secondary st¡essors i¡clude: (a) role strains,

and (b) intrapsychic strains. Pearlin et al. (1990) indicated that in addition to role strains

involving occupational, economic, and social pressures, the impact on family roles is

keenly felt, The potential for famity conflict emerges predominantly in relationship to

the appraisal of the c¿re-receiver's condition and needs, the amount of involvement with

the care-¡eceiver, and the recognition (or lack of recognition) of the primary caregiver's

efforts.

Intrapsychic strains are described as involving individuals' global perception of

self-€stÊem and self-efficacy, and elements of these conshucts pertinent to the caregiving

sihtation, According to Pearlin et al. (1990, p. 589), four dimensions pertaining to the

latter are embodied in the context of caregiving for family members with Alzheimer's

disease: (a) role captivity or the sense of being mppø, (b) loss of self-identity, (c) a

sense of competence, and (d) a feeling of inner growth.

The thi¡d domain of the model describe the mediators, that is, coping and social

support, which may assist with decreasing the impact of stresso¡s along the course of the

stress process. Coping tis defined by Pearlin et al. (1990, p. 590) as those behavio¡s

initiated by the individual: (a) to manage the caregiving sihntion causing the sfess, (b)

to manage the meaning of the situation, and (c) úo manage the effects of the stress being

experienced. Social support is defined as a buffer in the stress process which

encompasses both instrumental components, such as, assistance with caregiving tasls,

and expressive components, for example, having a concerned confidant @earlin et al.,
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1990).

The fourth domain of the model, the outcomes, refers to the efficacy of the

mediators in terms of the caregiver's physical and mental he¿lth and ability to continue

in the role over the course of time. Peårlin et al. (1990) suggest that "different types and

levels of outcomes are interrelated- (p. 590) and that un¡esolved emotional distress may

eventually lead to compromised physical well-being.

In summary the underlying premis€ is that caregiver shess is 'a mix of

eircumstânces, experiences, responses, and resources that vary considerably among

caregivers and that, consequently, vary in their impact on caregivers' health and

behavior" (Pearlin et al., 1990, p. 591). The model emphasizes that caregiver stress is

not a discrete event but rather a dynamic changing process comprised of many

inærrelated components (Pe¿rlin et al., 1990).

The model sensitized the researcher !o the relevant conc€pts, while remaining

faithful to the qualitative design of the study. The goal of this research was to describ€

and unde¡stand the experience of parental caregiving from the perspective of adult

offspring with an eye to developing an explanatory scheme. The narrative data revealed

that caring for parents iin hospital is a consuming, changing, and complex process.

Thematic analysis of the components and patterns derived from the data led to the

metaphor of a Labyriwh as a cnnceptual seheme for understanding the study participants'

experience.
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Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, the concepts relating to the rese¿rch questions are:

1. Stressors: A stressor is an event that has the potential to bring about change in

the family system, Stressors in this study involve change in the parent,s health and

change in the adult offspring's role, Sfessors include the demands which may arise from

the initial situation, as well as, role strains and intrapsychic strains which may evolve

over the course of time.

2, Caregiver: The caregiver is the adult son o¡ daughter identified by the head nurse

on the geriatric ward, as the one principally responsible for providing and coordinating

the resources to meet the patient's needs.

3. Mediato¡s: Mediaüors are the coping (cognitive, emotional, and behavioral) and

social support buffers used to manage the demands on the situation.

4. Subjective Ap'praisal: Subjective appraisal includes the caregiver's perception;

understanding; feelings; interpretation; and meaning of the stressors being experienced,

thei¡ interactions with health care professionals and siblings, and the mediating factors

which may have bearing on the sihution.

Conclusion

The experience of adult sons and daughters of hospitalized frail elderly parents

was identified as a significant problem requiring further research. The conceptual model

guided the research process and a qualitative design wæ used to exami-ne the perceptions,
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interpretations and meanings experienced by the study's participants. The next chapter

pfesentJ a review of the literature.
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CHAPTER tr

REVIEW OF TIIE LITERATTJRE

Introductiou

The literature on the caregiving role of families with aging members is extBnsive.

The normative and motivational aspects of adult offsprings' caring for older parents have

been explored. Expansive attention has been paid to the types of caregiving behaviors

and the cons€quences associated with family caregiving, particularly caregiver burden.

The range of resources, such as social support, that help family members cope with

caregiving, has also been examined. The majority of studies on family caregiving have

concenhated on the care provided to elderly demented persons who reside in the

community or in nursing homes.

These studies have been helpfrrl in identifying the impact of change in the health

of an older family member on the family system. Germane to the focus of this study was

literature on: the implications of the needs of the frail elderly, caring for elderly parents,

factors influencing stress and burden, family dynamics, and the role of appraisal in

coping with change. Salient literature on these topics is reviewed in subsequent sections.

The Frail Eldcrly - Imoact on the Fbmil.y

The risk of chronic health problems affecting the functional ability of elderly

people increases as they age, particularly past age 75 (National Advisory Council on

Aging, 1989). When health problems causing frailty occur in old age, it is particularly
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to family members that older adults tum in times of need (Chappeil, 19g9). Family

members are the primary caregivers providing emotional and instrumental support as the

older person becomes increasingly dep€ndent @rody, 1985). It has been estimated that

approximately 80% of care provided to older persons comes from family and friends

@rody, 1985; Chappell, 1989). Afær spouses, children, particularly daughters, are the

secondary source of help to the elderly, providing support, assistance, and link with

bureaucratic institutions for various supportive services (Shanas, 1980; Sussman, 1976;

Tobin, 1987). The family role in providing this support, cane, and advocacy for older

family members continues even when hospitaliza¡is¡ and/or institutionalization occurs

(Bowers, 1987, 1988; Hall, 1989; Wolfson, Handfield-Jones, Glass, McClaren, &

Keyserlingk, 1993).

Wolfson et al. (193) examined how adult offspring of hospitalized parents

perceived thei¡ sense of responsibility for their parents' care. The study was conducted

in a canadian teaching hospital. The criteria for inclusion were patients for whom

discharge was pending and who would likely require care from thei¡ families. Data we¡e

collected from adult sons and daughùers (N:170) on thei¡ attitude toward caring for

elderly parents. The degign of the study utilized vignettes which deseribed clinical and

social situations commonly encountered by the elderly. The researchers sought to

deærmine what the participants felt "should" be provided in the hypothetical context of

the vignettes compared !o what the participants felt they 'could" provide when asked to

envision themselves in the vignettes.

First, participants were asked what levels of emotional support, physical
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assistance, arid financial help "should' be provided to the parents described in the

vignettes. Then the participants responded to what they felt they ,'could' do if the

vignettes de,scribed thei¡ own parents' situation. A limitation of the study design is the

poæntial for response bias, such as, social desirabitiry regarding attitudes ûo family

caregiving. However despite this limitation, the findings provide useful insights on (a)

the ordering of the types of assistance that should be provided, and (b) the practical

issues of what assistance could be provided (Wolfson et al., 1993).

These data suggest that adult offspring feel a strong moral obligation !o provide

emotional, physical, and financial support in a hierarchic¿l o¡der. p¡oviding emotional

support w¿rs consistent between the 'should" and 'could" contexts. However, the data

reveal differences in the subjects perceived capacity to provide actual physical or

financial support, that is, differences existed between the .should,, and the "could'. The

researchers questioned whethèr ca¡adian families feel that physicat and financial support

for older members are the responsibility of govemment, \ilhereas the Wolfson et al.

(1993) study addressed abstract issues of frlial responsibility, Hall,s (1989) study at a

Canadian general hospital examined the actual helping behaviors of adult sons and

daughærs (N=2Ð perfofmed for chronically ill parents who were patients on acute cåre

medical units, Hall (1989) found that, in spiÞ of their parents being inpatients, adult

offspring provided help with meeting spocific needs, The predominant types of help sons

and daughters perceived as being thei¡ role to perform included psychotogical support,

bureaucratic mediation, and personal care.

Responding to their parents' needs had required sons and daughters to make
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changes in their lifestyle. Hall's study also addressed the extent of sEess experienced

by the adult offspring as a result of providing help. Participants reported feeling

emotionally exhausted, tied down, and physically worn out (Hall, 1989). Hall (1989,

1990) urged health care professionals to view the adult sons and daughters of hospitaliz€d

chronically iJI elderly people as important resourc€s who also have needs to be addressed.

According to Nolan and Grant (1992), the expectations put on families !o assume

earegiving responsibilities following an episode of acute hospitâl care may not always be

appropriaüe. They cited a number of facûors that should be weighed by health care

professionals before assuming that available family members can be expected to provide

care upon discharge of the elderly patient, Family members' degree of perceived and

informed choice with assuming cffegiving responsibilities, involvement in discharge

planning, and the quatity and nature of thei¡ relationship with the patient are mediating

factors which should t¡ten into consideration, particularty if the role of caregiver is being

adopted reluctantly. Nolan and Grant (1992) strongly ¡ecommended that nurses in acute

care settings assume a pivotal role in discharge pluuring with family members that gives

att€ntion to their position and needs in concert with those of the patient. To ignore

family needs c¿n lead tq strained or destructive family interactions.

The growing literature on comprehensive discharge planning for the hospitalizal

elderly is instructive on strategies that promote positive ouùcomes for both elderly

patients ard their caregivers @ull 1994a, 1994b,1994c; Coulton, Dunkle, Chow, Haug,

& Vielhaber, 1988; Kennedy, Neidlinger, & Scroggins, 1987; Naylor, 1990; Naylor &

Shaid, 1991; Naylor et al., 1994). The poæntial benefits identified in patient and family
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related outcomes include shortened hospital stays, smoother transition from hospital to

home, and lower rehospitalization rates. A summary of the key di¡ectives from these

researchers' studies were the necessity for: (a) ongoing patient and caregiver involvement

in discharge planning commencing early in the hospital stay, (b) assessing the family's

perspoctives, expectations, preferences, and availabitity of assistance, (c) promoting

effective two-way communication between health ca¡e professionals and patients and

families (i,e, encouraging questions, seeking clarification), (d) providing information on

managing the parents' health problems and the availability of community resources, and

(e) follow-up (eg. by telephone) in the fust two to three weeks after discharge.

Given the demographic trends, the changes in healt¡ care, and the reliance on

informal caregivers, conside¡ation of families' expectations and needs is timely.

RoIe Reversal : The Transition to Pareut{are

The changing needs of the elderly parent may call for significant transition in the

roles of adult sons and daughters and family patterns of interaction. Brody (1985)

suggested that care of aging pârents is a normative but stressful experience. The

hansition may evoke a "pialectic ûension of dependence/independence" @rody, 1985, p.

23) as the inner meaning of parent care is assimilated. .Being depended on by one,s

elderly parent and being depended on by one's young child have different inner

meaningsn cåptures the essence of this tension @rody, 1985, p. 23). Brody (1985)

concluded that, whereas some adult offspring adapt well to this life cycle transition,

others experience a greât deal of stress in response to thei¡ role change with frailer
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highly dependent parents. In fact acco¡ding to Carter and McGoldrick (1984), family

stress was often greåtest at normative transitional stages in the family life cycle. This

was particularly true if the change in role was viewed æ an intemrption in family

member development.

Th¡ee studies confirmed the complexities involved with assuming a caregiving role

with parents: the degree of filial anxiety (Cicirelli, 1988), the s€quenc€ of involvement

(Hansson et al., 1990), and the purpose of caregiving (Bowers, 1987). Cicirelli (1988)

designed a study ûo develop an instrument to measure fifial anxiety. The random sample

consisted of 71 adult offspring who had a parent living in the community. Fifial anxiety

was defined as 'a stâte of worry or concern about the anticipated decline and de¿th of

an aging parent, Í¡s well as, worry or concern about the ability to meet anticþted

caregiving needs, either prior to any cå¡egiving or during the provision of care and in

anticþtion of further parental decline and additional needs for care" (Cicirelli, 1988,

p. 478).

Cici¡elli constructed two dimensions of frlial anxiety, The fust reflected adult

offsprings' anxiety over their ability to assume the caregiving role. The second

addressed adult offsprings' arxiety conc€ming the wetl-being of parents. Validity of the

instrument was addressed with a second sample CN=53) using the filial anxiety scale and

a number of other instruments that measured attachment, health i¡dicators, and death

anxiety. The instrument's ability to predict the adult offsprings' anxiety about parents'

welfare was greater when the offsprings' attachment to the parent was greater and the

indications of parental decline were stronger. The findings also identified that the adult
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offsprings' anxiety about their ability to take on a caregiving role were directly associated

with the imminent and difficult nature of parents' needs (cicirelli, l98g). cici¡elli

(1988) suggested that this instrument was useful ùo study adult offsprings' caregiving

behavior across the caregiving trajectory. Although the sample for this study consisted

of adult offspring who were only engaged in providing instrumental care, such ¿ìs grocery

shopping, cicirelli hypothesized that filial arxiety would also likely occur when personal

cåre was provided.

Hansson et al. (1990) suggested that the involvement of adult offspring in helping

activities with aging parents follows a caregiving trajectory, progressing from least to

inc¡eased involvement. In a survey study with 242 adult children of community based

elderly parents, they sought to identify normative patterns of parent care and to explore

the connection of caregiving with the subjects' perception of their elderly parents' overall

health and frrnctioning. They suggested that involvement followed a sequenc€ whereby

adult offspring fust begin (a) ûo think about their parents' age-related changes, then (b)

to learn about issues related !o aging, and finalty (c) to moniør their parents, health and

functional status. Sons and daughters' view of their parents' ability to manage

deærmined their awarengss of aging issues and involvement in parent care. perceptions

related to changes in parents' health, as well as parents' personality, adjustment and

support factors, were the predominant indicato¡s for increased awa¡eness and

involvement. Adult offspring saw the need to balance thei¡ intervention and involvement

with respect for and maintenance of parents' independence. This study sheds light on

how sons and daughûers begin the process of appraising their parents' situation and the
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need to modiry their role with parents.

Bowers (1987) used a theory-generating research design to study the experience

of middle-aged women caring for community-based elderly parents with dementia.

Analysis of the data revealed that the process of caregiving is more accurately understood

when the purpose of caregiving activities, as opposed to the types of caregiving tasks,

is elucidated. Bowers (1987) defined caregiving by the meaning a caregiver ascribed to

both observable behaviors and mental activities. Five categories of caregiving emerged

from the interview data; including (a) anticipatory (anticþting and preparing for what

might happen to the parent), (b) preventive (preventing physical harm), (c) supervisory

(coordinating and supervising the care provided by other people), (d) instrumental

(performing direct care), and (e) protective care þreserving the parent's self-concept).

These three studies, Cicirelli (1988), Harsson et al. (1990), and Bowers (1987),

have shed light on some of the processes adult offspring fac¿. Caution must be appüed

in generalizing the findings as each has design limitations. In the frst two studies, the

elderly parents were fafuly independent with personal activities of daily living. As well,

the implications ofa sudden crisis in the health condition of elderly parents on the ståges

and phases of parental paregiving were overlooked, A timitation of Bower's (1987)

model is that it was developed to study caregiving of family members with dementia so

it may have some limiæd generatizability where parents are cognitively aware. The

cross-sectional perspective of the studies is another shortcoming, lirniting the relationship

between va¡iables as 'association' rather than 'causal'. To track the transitions and

changes along the caregiving trajectory over time with longitudinal studies would expand
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Strtss & Copins Modcls

The literature on sEess offers models of individual response to stressful situations

that can be fruitfu[y applied to adult sons and daughters caring for elderly parents.

Reviewing the processes of coping and adapting to change, shess, o¡ crisis helps in

understanding the response of adult offspring as they encounter health related changes

in their aging parents.

According t¡o Moos and Schaefer's (1986) model, a number of adaptive tasks and

coping skills facilitatê the management of life hansitions and crises. Moos and Schaefer

(1986, p.l4) have categorized the th¡ee domains of coping skills: (a) appraisal-focused,

(b) problem-solving focused, and (c) emotion-focused. The individual's process of

appraisal and reappraisal occurs over time and involves finding meaning or a sense of

purpos€ in the event. In addition to the influence of how an individual perceives and

interprets the situation, other behaviors that promote adaptation include the individual

finding out relevant information and seeking support from family and friends (Moos &

Schaefer, 1986). 
I

T¡z us and Folkman (1984) proposed a cognitive-phenomenologic st¡ess model

to understand coping with change. In this transactional, process-oriented approach they

defined coping as "constantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage

specific exærnal and/or internal demands that are apprais€d as taxing or exceeding the

resources of the personn (I-azarus & Folkman, 1984, p. 141). Coping behaviors are



dete'nined by the individual's continuous appraisal and reappraisal o, 
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inherent meaning of events. Individual cha¡acteristics and situational factors influence

cognitive appraisal processes, and, in turn, the problem-focused and emotion-focused

efforts to manage the probiem. Lazarus and Folkman (19g4) emphasize the contextual

nature of stressful events and coping styles. In other words, what is herpfui to a person

from one situation to another or over the course of time may vary considerably.

Knowledge of how change in the hearth of order members is appraised by the

farnily system has also been conceptuarized. Kuypers and Bengtson (19g4) use a

phenornenological perspective to shed light on understanding the family with older

membe¡s. They propose that, "family members are interpreters of family iife: they

continuously construct analyses of what family interactions mean, how these are

consistent or inconsistent with previously constructed meanings, and what they imply by

way of expectation, duty, loyatty, and individual rights', (Kuypers & Bengtson, 19g4, p.

7).

The process of constructed meaning influences how the fam y responds and

adapts to stressful events involving an elderly parent. Kuypers and Bengtson (19g4)

highlighted three features of constructed meaning that affect the transition to a caregiving

role with elderly parents. First, the interpretation that individuals ascribe to a situation

may be very diffe¡ent from the facts of the situation. As well, irrdividuals may not

recognize the subjectivity of thei¡ view. Meaning exists in the individual, not

necessarily in the situation, second, individuals have a tendency to hold on to

interpretations and meanings that may no longer fit the situation or the people involved
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or help with the adjustment to change. one of the challenges facing families is that the

required change may be incompatible with how they have perceived their roles and

obligations in the past. Third, each individual in the famity system may hold different

meanings and interpretåtions of the situation. This can lead to conflict and confusion

between members as the famiiy attempts to respond to the changes occurring in the

family system.

Kuypers and Bengtson (i983), in their work with older families who are

experiencing crisis and are having difficulty coping with their situation, suggested that

a number of issues affect families when they face changes related to aging. Socio-

cultural perceptions and stereotypes that view problems of aging as progressive and

helpless influence the appraisal of the situation. In western culture, the bonds to one's

family of origin change throughout the lifespan. Involvement is transfe¡¡ed to new

commitlnents such as career and one's family of procreation. This diversification of

loyalty may make drawing together difficult and may trigger tensions concerning

obligations and commitments, The situation may also cause to surface o1d family

conflicts and may create difficulties in working together as a problem solving unit.

Pearlin et al.'s (1990, p. 590) conceptual model, which guided this study, regards

"management of the meaning of the situation" as an element of coping, one of the

mediators of the stress process. Three factors were identified in the development of a

measure to examine "managemerrt of meaning": (a) reduction of expectations of the care-

receiver, (b) making positive comparisons, and (c) a larger sense of the meaning of the

illness. The authors caution that reliability of the measures have not yet been
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established. Caregiving appraisal was the subject of a paper by l:wton, Kleban, Moss,

Rovine, and Glicksman (1989). Their work, based on two resea¡ch projects with

caregivers of community based and institutionalized cognitively impaired elders, revealed

that appraisal is a multifaceted and subjective phenomenon. Dimensions of caregiving

appraisal included subjective caregiving burden, caregiving satisfaction, and perceived

caregiving impact.

Imoact of Caresivinq

Although many of the changes associated with aging are anticipated and taken in

stride by individuals and families, the literature on older families indicaùqs that health-

related changes may be viewed as stressful and sometimes crisis events, Neugarten and

Hagestad (1976) state that family stress in later life is predoninantly relaûed to the impact

of illness and disability on elderly family members. In view of the trend toward e¿rlier

discharge of frail elderly hospitalized patients and tle pivotal role of adult offspring in

providing assistance to older parents, att€ntion ûo the experience of filial caregivers is

clearly indicated (Archbold, Süewart, Greenlick & Harvath, 1990; Bull, 1990; Robinson

& Thurnher, 1979; Sillirnan, 1993).

Caring for frail elderly parents may creåte opportunity for individual and

interpersonal growth for adult children; it may also tead to family disruption. Adult

offspring frequently experience role strain, stress, and sometimes a sense of crisis as they

struggle with family and social roles, their own developmental tasks, and concuûent

stressors (Bames, Given, & Given, 1992; Kirscher, 1979; Kuypers & Bengtson, 1983;
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Springer & Brubaker, 1984). Parent care has the poæntial to stimulate intense emotions.

An individual may be attempting to resolve a number of concerns. Issues arising from

experiences in one's family of origin, anticipating final separation from a parent, and

thoughts about one's own aging process are common themes.

Robinson and Thurnher (1979) found that adult offspring viewed parental

caregiving as being stressful particularly when it meant changing their lifestyle and goals

for the future, Their firdings, based on a longitudinal study, illushaûed that adult sons'

and daughters' appraisal of their parents b€cå.me more negative over the span of time as

parents' mental condition declined and care demands incre¿sed. This study followed the

son and daughter subjects over the course of five years. The crucial indicato¡ of adult

offsprings' negative perceptions was their experience of being confined, not the actual

eare requiremens of the parent. One of the limitations of the study is that the acn¡al

he¿lth of the parents was not clearly defined. The study did not explore how the

offsprings' negative appraisals of their parents affected their coping behavior nor how

other family members influenced their responses to caregiving.

There is scånt litemture on caregiver stress and burden that explicitly addresses

how subjective appraiel and the mea¡ring of parent ca¡e influences coping behavior.

Montgomery et at. (1985) conducted a study with 80 family caregivers of community

based elderly people to clarify the relationship benveen caring for a family elder and the

caregiver's experience of burden. Adult offspring accounted for 71 percent of the

sample. Subjects were interviewed to measure subjective and objective burden, caregiving

tasks, and to identify demographic variables. Subjective burden was defined as the
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caregivers' attitudes toward or emotional reaction to the caregiving experience.

Objective burden was defined as the ext€nt of disruptions or changes in various aspects

of the caregiver's life and houæhold. Montgomery et al. (1985) demonstrat€d that

different factors predicted each type of burden. subjective burden was æsociated with

characteristics of the caregiver such as age and income. Objective burden was relàtpd

to the typ€s of tasks such as bathing, dressing, and transportation but not the sum of

tasks or the time spent.

Montgomery et al. (1985) underlined the importance of distinguishing betwe€n

the type of burden when planning interventions with family caregivers. Subjective

burden appea.rs to be related to characteristics of the caregiver and may help health care

professionals identify who is at risk for burden. However, this was a small, non-

representative sample. Clearly, more reseanch is needed on the subjective experience of

caregivers and how subjective appraisal influences coping.

The subjective perception of caregiving was studied to some extent in a cross-

sectional study Novak and Guest (1989) conducted with 30 caregivers of spouses with

Alzheime¡'s disease. The study addressed the relationship between caregiver burden and

c¿re-receivers' level of {ementia, the length of time the caregiver has been caring for the

spouse, and the caregivers' subjective perception of caregiving. Quaatitative instruments

assessed the care receivers' condition and severity of dementia, the extent of caregiver

burden, and the caregivers' perceived happiness and satisfaction. Novak and Guest

(1989) suggested that neither the condition of the ca¡e-receiver nor the length of time

involved in caregiving can account for the experience of burden. They proposed that
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cffegivers do not necessa¡ily go tfuough stages linked to ca¡e-rec¿ive¡s, condition. A

strong desire ûo perform caregiving activities had a positive correlation with burden.

Novak and Guest (1989) concluded that resea¡ch is needed to understand more

thoroughly the subjective perceptions of caregivers.

A number of methodological issues limit the ability to compare and contrast the

findings of caregiving studies. Disparity exists in the numerous definitions of caregiver,

the kinds of assistance being rendered, the needs of the c¿re-receiver, and who has been

included in the samplas @arer & Johnson, 1990).

Eamily Dvnamics

Although most research has focused on the primary caregiver and the elderly

person, it is recognized that parent care often involves more than one adult son or

daughter. Brody (1985) cåritions that parent ca¡e situations occur in the context of

individual and family histories and personalities. Both individual and family dimensions

influence adaptation ùo change in family structure, roles, and interaction. Zarit, Reever,

& Bach-Peterson (1980) reported that the experience of primary family caregivers is

influenced by their pe5ception of how other family members are interpreting and

responding to the sih¡ation. Primary caregivers who received support from other family

members experienced less stress or less of a sense of burden than caregivers whose

family members did not perceive or acknowledge the implications of the situation (Zarit

et al., 1980).

Barer and Johnson (1990) indicated, in thei¡ five year ¡eview of the literature on
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caregiving, that little reference is made to the larger family network, studies on the

primary caregiver have concentrated on measuring aspects of the caregiving role and

have largely ignored family dynamics and the family as a functioning unit. Matthews

(1987) stated that rese¿rch on older families has tended to be the study of dyadic

intergenerational relationships between a parent and one adult offspring. she stresses that

the primary adult son or daughter caregiver must be thought of within the structure and

the dynamics of the family in order to understand how the adult son/daughter responds

to the caregiving situation. Matthews and Rosner (1988) conducted an exploratory study

to learn how adult siblings respond as a family unit to the perceived needs of elderly

parents. The purpose of the study was to describe two groups of factors. First, it

explored the factors that lead to mobilization of the family unit. second, it described the

facûors that influence the particþtion styles of siblings in providing pÍrrent cåre.

Matthews and Rosner (1988) interviewed pairs of sisters, representing sibling groups

from fiffy familie¡ who had a parent over 25 years living in the community. The data

were analyzed qualitatively.

The ñndings illustrated that, when changes in parents' health o¡ when widowhood

occurred, adult offspring communicated with each other to validate their perceptions of

their parents' needs and to discuss what action was nec€ssary. As in the Hannson et al.

(1990) study, the pattern of caregiving followed the least involvement required i¡ order

to preserve parents' independence, Matthews and Rosne¡ (1988) inductively identified

five styles of sibling participation in parent care. The range of styles included: (a)

routine - nthe core of regular assistancen, þ) backup - ,'not regularly involved but can
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be counted on ûo help", (c) ci¡cumscribed - "carefully bounded particþation, for

example, 'calls once a we€k'*, (d) sporadic -,provides help at own conveniencen, and

(e) dissociated - "cainot be counted on for help" (Matthews & Rosner, 1988, p. lgg-

189).

Family structure, family history, and exhafamilial ties affected the siblings' style

of participation (Matthews & Rosner, 1988). variables such as the number, composition,

sex, and personality characteristics of siblings influenced who provided what kinds of

care. conflict was reported in half of the families and in most cases it had b€en evident

prior to providing cåre to parents. The effect of having had conflict varied across

families' some siblings were able to maintain a working relationship in order to manage

the care needs of parents, while, for others, conflict resulted in withdrawing from the

family unit. Matthews (1993) recommended a qualitative approach to study older

families and int€rdependence of family members,

Several ¡esearchers have recommended the need !o study the primary caregiver

as part of the caregiving network in order to study the family as a functioning unit.

Brubaker (190) and Mancini & Blieszner (1989) identify the need for resea¡ch that (a)

is guided by theoretical framewo¡ks, (b) addresses issues related to the impact of changes

in health on family relationships, and (c) utilizes qualitative designs to cåpture the

dynamics of family interpretations and relationships. The methodological issue of

identifying the unit of analysis in family ¡esearch still ¡emains and mo¡e ¡esearch is

needed on family life cycle processes @lenkrer, 1965; Brody, 1985; Carter &

McGoldrick, 1984; Robinson & Thumher, 1979). Giliss (1983) highlighred the
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difficulty of studying famities based on the perceptions and interpretations of individuat

family members. she identified the threat !o reliability and validity of the data when one

individual is the primary source of data collection and cautioned that the story of the

informant cånnot be generalized to other members in the family (Gilliss, 1983).

However, Gilliss (1983) has suggested that data collection from one family

member is valid when the family is treated as context. Research that seeks information

on the impact of health of an individual on the family system is an example of when such

an approach is appropriate. Inæwiewing one family member can provide a view of

family process and interdependence (Gilliss, 1983).

ConcÌruion

In conclusion, the literature review supports the need for this study. It has

identified: (a) the need to address the implications and expectations of parental caregiving

on family members, (b) the complexity of adult offspring's hansition to a caregiving

role, (c) a conc€m for how adult sons and daughters appraise and cope with the changes

they æe facing, (d) the need fo¡ more understanding of the subjective experience and

perceptions of family ca¡egivers, and (e) the fact that there is a lack of resea¡ch on the

experience of family units mobilizing to help cognitively aware frail elderly parents

experiencing an acute health ca¡e episode.

A quali¡¿¡lys design was proposed to achieve a deeper understanding of the

experience of adult offspring of hospitalized elderly parens. The following chapær

describes the research design.
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CHÄPTER Itr

RXSEARCE METEODOI,OGY AND PROCEDURES

ThqResesrch Desiru

The design of this study is quatitative and draws on the tenets of the ethnographic

research method. The goal of qualitative research is to generate rich and meaningful data

from the nemic" or subjective perspective of the study participants (Lincoln & Guba,

1985). The rasearcher strives to learn about particular phenomena from the participants'

own words, experiences, and inærpretations @eld & Morse, 1985; Iæininger, 19g5;

Mancini & Blieszner, 1989). Individuals who a¡e the subject of the research are

"informants" from whom the resea¡cher will gain knowledge and understanding. The

informants of this study were adult offspring who were experiencing change in their

family system, specifically change in their parent's health and change in their family

roles,

Ethnography is a way of gathering, reporting, and analyzing the ways in which

informants sort out the meaning of thei¡ world (Aamodt, l99l). Iæininger (1985) has

identified .mini ethnogrqphy' as a type of ethnography useful for nursing resea¡ch. she

has defined a mini ethnography as, *a small scale etluography focused on a specific or

a narrow area of inquþ" (Leininger, 1985, p. 35). Iæininger (1985) stated that the

ethnographic approach is beneficial for nursing rese¿rch when the intention of the

¡esearcher is (a) to le¿rn about an experience that has not been adequately studied, (b)

ûo capture the entirety of a human experience, and (c) to clarify and expand knowledge
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about a subject or sinndon that has bcen primarily gained through the use of "etic" or

objective methods (I-eininger, 1985).

The subjective experience of adult offspring of hospitalized frail elderly parents

has not received adequaûe attention. The purpose of the study was to attempt to

understand thei¡ reality from their perspective, A qualitative, ethnographic app¡oach was

an appropriate means to discover the feelings, views, patterns of action, and

inûerpretations of adult sons and daughters as they adjusted to change in their family

system,

Study Context

Three forty-bed geriatric wards of a canadian teaching hospital were chosen as

a source for participants. The in-patient beds served as part of a comprehensive geriatric

service which included acute geriatric care, general geriahic rehabilitation, specialized

geriahic orthopedic/amput€e and sEoke rehabilitation, and inûerim care for patients

awaiting nursing home placement. other components of the service included a Day

Hospital program, geriatric and gero-psychiatry consultation, and home visiting in

collaboration with com¡nunity services and resources. The ctinical programs were

supported by interdisciplinary teåms whose members included nurses, geriatricians,

physiotherapists, occupational therapists, family medicine physicians, pastoral care

workers, social workers, pharmacists, dieticians, speech therapists, and recreation

therapists,

Patients on these wards were acutely ill people aged 65 and older with physical
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illness. Included were some patients with concomitant psychiatric illness or where

psychiatric features were secondary to physical illnass. "Acuie ilLness' included

recognized disease entities and unexplained ill{efined symptoms of recent onset, such

as falls, incontinence, confusion, immobility, which were radically interfering with

independence. As well, patients had sometimes been transfened to the geriatric seruice

from within the hospital for æsessment, rehabilitation, and comprehensive discharge

planning. Patients customarily suffered from multiple pathology, were frail, and were

socially isolated (D€partment of Geriatric Medicine, 1994-95),

The origin of admissions and the destination of discharges reflected the acute care

and rehabilitative nature of the geriatric service and patient population. Over the course

of the data collection time period, 47 % of patients were admitted from the

Emergency/Observation Units. When combined with those patient admitted directly from

home, usually from precrisis sihntions, the figure rose rß 52% of admissions. patients

transferred from the hospital's medical, surgical, or psychiatric unis comprised 42% of

admissions. Sixty-seven percent of patients were discharged home, 16% were transferred

to nursing homes, 5% !o other facilities, 5% werc transfer¡ed to the hospital's medical,

surgical, or psychiatric Anits, and 7% of patiens died.

Samole Selection

The adult sons a¡d daughærs of patients who had been living in the community

prior to their hospitalizatio¡ were the tafget population of the study. Individual sons o¡

daughters as opposed to whole family uniS were recruited. The geographic proximity
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of adult offspring varied and recruitment of all adult siblings was not feasible. Within

the hospital conüoxt, one of the adult offspring was usually identified as the family

spokesperson. However, the intent of the study was to explore informants' view of

family dynamics.

The study sample was selected through theoreticâI, purposeful sampling æchnique.

The goal of a purposeful sample is üo ¡ecruit informants with knowledge of the lived

experience so that the range and breadth of the phenomena can be comprehended (Morse,

1991). This involves selecting informants according to the needs of the study. The

changes adult offspring face may emerge gradually over the trajec¡ory of a ch¡onic

disease process or as a result of a sudden event such as a sEoke. The deærmining

oriterion for establishing sample size in qualitative research is to achieve adequacy of

sufflcient, complete, and relevant data (Morse, 1991). Saturation of data has been

achieved when the researcher is not hearing anything new and is the test for sample size

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Morse, l99l). In order to obtain data on the entire scope of

the phenomena, both adult sons and daughters experiencing sudden change and those

experiencing progressive change in their family system were recruited. Informants who

rvere immersed in the prpcess of adapting to these changes and were wiJling to describe

and examine their experience were chosen.

Iæininger (1985) suggests that depending on the area of inùerest, about 10 to 15

key informants constitute a desired sample number. A sample of 12 adutt offspring had

been proposed and proved to be more than adequate in achieving saturation of the data.

The inclusion criteria consisted of infonnants who were the adult sons or daughters:
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âtal. of a cognitively aware elderly patient on one of three geriatric wards

Canadian teaching hospital.

2. of an elderly patient who had been living in the community prior to admission,

and had experienced a sudden or progressive change in health re4uiring hospitalization,

and had developed needs fo¡ additional help from the adult son or daughter upon

anticipating future retum to the community.

3. identified by the head nurse on the geriatric ward, as the family member

principally responsible for providing and coordinating the resources to meet the needs of

the elderly parent,

4. who had siblings (regardless of geographic location).

5. and who were able to understand English verbally and were willing to answer

open-ended questions and contemplate their experiences.

Potential study informans were identified by the head nurses on the gerianic

wards. The patient's hospital record and the nursing kardex we¡e reviewed to determine

patients and adult offspring who met the study inclusion criteria. Potential informants

were approached by the head nurses to request whether the researcher could contact them

to discuss the study (Apgendix A). Appointments \ ere scheduled with sons or daughters

who indicated a willingness to discuss the project, the study was explained (Appendix B),

and fo¡ those who agreed to participate in the study, writüen, informed consent wæ

obtained at the time of the data collection interview (Appendix C). With respect to the

informants' parents (i.e. the patients) an explanation of the purpose of the study and

permission to obtain information about their he¿lth condition from their hospital chart
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was requested and obtained (Appendix D).

Informant recruitment and data collection occurred over an eleven month period,

Sixteen potcntial informants we¡e interviewed to explain the project in order to obtain the

sample size of twelve. All sixteen adult offspring had agreed to participate in the study.

Howevero four individuals ended up not participating when two of the patients were

discharged before the i¡terviews could be arranged. Two individuals changed their

minds about particþting.

Ethical Co¡siderations

A fundamental requirement and responsibility of the researcher is ûo safeguard the

rights of individuals particþting in a research project. The principles of research ethics

are nvoluntary particþtion, freedom from physical or psychological harm and distress,

and anonymity or confidentiality of information" (Potit & Hungler, 1987, p. 25). In

order ûo respect the informants' basic righs, the researcher employed several strategies.

Fkst and foremost, as previously discussed, the informants and patients were

provided with a verbal and written explanation of the thesis study. Information included

a description of: the nEture, purpose, and duration of the study, the data collection

method, how the data would be used, and the potential risks and benefits of participation.

Throughout the selection process and subsequent interviews with informants it was

reinforced that participation was sh'ictly voluntary and refusal would in no way affect

their parent's care. Informants had the option ûo withdraw from the study at anytime.

However, no such requests were made,
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AJthough the study informants were not expected to suffer any ill effects as a

result of their involvement in the study, the content of the are¿ of interest had the

potential to evoke personal feetings and possible discomfort. Therefore, thoughtful

attention was paid to the comfort of informants and the researcher was mindfl.¡l of a

numbcr of strat€gies to employ should an informant experience difficulty. The

rese¿rcher was prepared to offer to stop the discussion and reschedule the interview at

another time. If there were issues that requi¡ed attention, the researcher would, with the

informant's consent, refer the adult son/daughtcr to an appropriate health care

professional. As well, informants were assured that they could choose not to have the

interview tape-recorded, could ¡efuse to answer any question, and could choose ûo stop

the interview at any time.

Interestingly, all informants viewed their participation in the study as a positive

experience that wæ useful in putting events and feelings into perspective. There were

no questions that any of the informants refused ûo answer. The interview data was held

in the stricþst confidence. Tape recordings and transcripts were identified by code

number only and the list of informants was kept entirely separaúe from the data. Only

the researcher had accesp to the list of informants. only the researcher and her thesis

chai¡ had access úo the transcripts.

Data Collection Methocls

Data collection methods included demographic data on the parents and adult sons

and daughærs (Appendix E), checklists to identify info¡mants' appraisal of changes in
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their parents' functional ability (Appendix F) and their caregiving role (Appendix G),

s€mi-structured indepth interview (Appendix Ð, and ñeld note recording (Appendix !,
Checklists to identify the functional status of parents and the types of helping or

caregiving behavio¡s of the adult offspring were drawn from geriatric and caregiving

literature (Hannson et al. 1990; Katz et al., 1963; kwton & Brody, 1969), The purpose

of the checklists was to provide baseline information from the informants' viewpoint of

the extent of changes that had occur¡ed from the time prior to hospitltiTation to the time

of the interviews. The checklists were us€d in a semi-structured format that did not limit

informants' ability !o give the most accurat€ and complete answer.

Because the goal of the study was to gain 'thick description" (Lincoln & Guba,

1985, p. 125) about sensitive, personal, and complex phenomena, the interviews with

informants were semi-structured and were held face-to-face. Face-to-face interviews are

recommended in gathering dâta that a¡e sensitive and personal @olit & Hungler, 1985;

Wilson, 1989). Face-to-facÞ interviews also allow the rese¿rcher to observe non-verbal

eommunication and to clarify informant's responses.

The structure of the inæwiews moved from open-ended structured questions to

increasing structure as fhe analysis of informants' experienc€ evolved. May (1991)

emphasizes the importa.nce of the resea¡cher remaining flexible during the interview

process in order to obtain information that is not preconceived and allows for discovery

of the informant's viewpoint. At the same time, the rese¿rcher is seeking to gather

consistent information that has enough coherence to allow for comparison between and

among informants (May, 1991).
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The i¡terview questions (Appendix II) asked informants to describe their

experience and their perception of: (a) the change in their parent's health, (b) their

cåregiving ¡ole with the parent, (c) their interaction with he¿lth professionals, (d) how

they were coping, (e) how they thought their siblings were responding to the situation,

and (f) the meaning caregiving had for them. The guide was pilot-tested for clarity,

comprehensiveness, and feasibiJity with two adult offspring of older parents who had

undergone health-¡elated and ¡ole changes in thei¡ own family system, prior to its use

with informants. The language of some of the questions was eriticized as sounding too

clinical and was adjusted accordingly.

The twelve interviews took place at a time and location muhrally agreed upon,

with ten taking place at the hospital, one occurring at the informant's place of

employment, and one being conducted at the informant's home. The time period from

the initial int¡oduction of the study to the interviews ranged from five to eleven days.

The interviews lasted from 90 to 120 minutes and were tape recorded to permit accurate

reúention of data obtained and ø facilitaæ the researcher's attention. to the inærview

proc€ss. The tape.s were transcribed verbatim and reviewed for accuracy,

Field note recory'ing of observational, personal, and methodologicâl notes as

described by Wilson (1989) was done as close to the time of interviews as possible.

Observational notes a¡e the descriptions of events, for example, where the interview was

held, who was present, what happened. Pe¡sonal notes contain the researcher's feetings,

reactions, and inùerpretations of events, for example, my personal feetings evoked as

informants tell their strory. Methodological noæs chronicle and critique how the study
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is being conducted, for example, refining how questions are being posed to informants.

A system for recording the field notes enabled the ¡ese¿¡cher to retrieve and

analyze their content. The pages of a notebook were divided into tfuee columns, one for

each type of field note (Appendix Ð. The field notes were written as soon after the

interview as possible to allow the author to analyze the progress of the study, to

rwgntze personal biæ, and to refine the tactics being used for data collection.

D¿f¡ Analysis

The mechanical task of organizing the qualitative interview data wæ facilitated

by using the computer data management system 'Ethnograph' (Seidel & Clark, 1984).

Thematic analysis of the qualitative data was used as the method of inærpretive analysis.

Iæininger (1985) describes thematic and pattem analysis as a method that 'focuses on the

analysis of different cognitive and identifiable themes and patterns of living or of

behavior'þ. 60).

The "Etlnograph" computer program has the capacity to store, catalogue, and

retrieve large amounts of data. It facilitates the researcher's interpretive task of making

theoretical sense of the /data (Seidel & Clark, 1984). Sequential steps developed by

Iæininger (1985) were used to interpret the inærview data. The following description

of the datâ analysis incorporates the mechanical tasks associated with the ,'Ethnograph"

and the anal¡ical tasks as outlined by Iæininger (1985).

The fust mecha¡rical task was to transcribe the raw interview data directly into

formatted files on a word processor eomputer program. The data file contained
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identifiers such as file name and file notes. Line numbers were added to facilitate

identifyilg segments of the data. The data were stored leaving a wide right margin to

allow for writing codes and notes,

The first analytical step was to identify and describe components or fragments of

ideas or experiences in the data (Iæininger, 1985, p. 6l). In accord with Seidel's and

Clark's (1984) recommendation, a printed copy of the numbered data file was used to

mark out importa¡t passages in pencil along the right margin. In this initiat st€p, the

author identified examples of changes in parents' health and the informants' caregiving

role, the informants' interpretations of the changes, the ascribed meaning of their

caregiving, their interaction with health professionals, their coping behaviors and thei¡

siblings' response to the sitr¡ation.

The second step of the analysis process r,vas !o combine related data into

meaningful caægories and pattems (-eininger, 1985, p. 61). These passages were

collated using the ethnograph word processing soft\ryare. The "Ethnograph' program

allows a maximum of th¡ee codes for each line of text. Codes were sorted, organized,

and reorganized until a coherent category system emerged that accounted for the separate

experiences of the inforpants, Finally, comparisons were made across câtegories, and

across subjects, to identify the similarities and differences in dercriptions of thei¡

experiences.

This process generated important insights into the complex experiences of these

sons and daughters as they attempted to cope with the changes associated with the

hospitalization of thei¡ frail elderly parents. The thi¡d step of analysis focused on the
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identification of abstract themes formulated from the analysis and synthesis of the

categories and patterns. I-eininger (1985) describes themes as, 'large units of analysis

derived from patterns which can explain muttiple aspects of human behavior" (p, 61).

In summary the "Ethnograph " program e¿sed the mechanical task of handling

large quantitias of data and facilitated the researcher's concephralization process,

However, analysis of qrtalitative data is complex and, omuch creative and analytic

thinking is required ûo 'put the pieces' together" (Leininger, 1985, p, @), Segments of

cÆded datâ were independently reviewed by the thesis chai¡ to est¿blish consensual

validation with tÍe ¡esearche¡.

Establishins Trustworthiness

Establishing confidence in the study's findings and analysis is essential to the

integrity of the qualitative reseårch proc€ss. Iæininger (1985) maintains that validity in

qualitative reseârch *refers 
ùo gaining knowledge and understanding of the true nature,

essenc€, manings, attribuùes, and cha¡acæristics of a particular phenomenon under

study" þ, 68). The criæria of trustworthiness must be established in qualitative

research, just as reliability and validity must be demonstrated in quantitative research.

The criteria for establishing the trustworthiness of the data in this qrelitative study were

based on the work of Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Guba and Lincoln (1989). These

relevant criæria included :

1. Truth Value: Credibility

The credibility of an inquþ is achieved if the resea¡ch presents a faithfr¡l
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description or interpretation of the experience (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Sandelowski,

1986). In qualitative research, the researcher is the primary data eollection tool. In

order to ensure the quatity of the sfudy, it is important for the ¡esea¡cher, not only, to

establish rapport with informants, but to identi$ personal biæ and subjectivity

(IæCompte, 1987). Koch (194) statÊs that 'self-awareness of the rese¿rcher is

e,ssential" @. 977), Acknowledging the poæntial affect of my personal bias and feetings

was achieved through ongoing reflection of the recorded personal field notes,

One special problem that I ne€ded to be attentive to was recognizing the role

conflict I experiencæd between the roles of research nurse, geriahic nurse, and nurse

administrator. Balancing clinical and research obligations is a common ethical dilemma

encountered by clinical resea¡chers. Koch's (194) experience of encountering neglect

and inadequaæ cåre to elderly patients during a research project higtrlights the poignant

ethical predicaments and merging of ¡oles that rnay occur.

During the course of the fi¡st few interviews I found myself responding from a

clinical perspective to the situations being described. I was not being an impartial

lisûener but was instead jumping in with suggestions and advice on how they might

manage the situation. I believed I had a professional responsibility to help ease the

difficulties the informants were encountering with the health eare sysüem and their

personal strugglas with providing parent cåre. I was able to relieve the tension between

my roles as rese¿rcher and as clinician by waiting until the interview was completed

before discussing problem solving shategies they might employ. In this way, I was able

to validate thei¡ concerns and provide guidance on such things as whom they should talk
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should talk to, how to advocâte for a family eonference, and what kinds of resources

were available to them, yet not interfere with the resea¡ch p¡ocess,

I also found myself thinking of \,vays to heighten the awareness of the patient care

teâms to the needs, especially communication needs, of family members. I re¿lized I had

to delay acting from an administrative perspective on what I was learning from the

informants. I had to separate issues ¡elated to the functioning of the patient care teåms

from this project in order to protect the inægrity of the research. Justification for this

decision was based on my concern to clearly understand the sihntion with a view to

contributing to improved family care in the fi¡ture, Discussions with my thesis chair a¡rd

colleagues hel@ me to define and deårief the role conflicts I experienced during the

interviews,

Establishing trust and rapport with informa¡rts are importânt to promote their

sharing of rich and meaningful data. In this study, rapport was achieved by respecting

the rights of informants, as previously discussed, and being sensitive to the multiple

demands on theh time, The initial meeting !o describe the study helped establish a

comfort level and openness to describing their experience. This fust meeting began on

the ward where they werB visiting their parents. This allowed me to observe them, albeit

briefly, in the context of their experience. Interestingly, the informants seemed initially

surprised but, very appreciative that someone wanted to le¿rn how their parents'

hospitelization was affecting them.

I had antieþted that I might require at least two interviews with informants to

obtain the data. However, possibly because the ice had been broken during the first
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meeting, all the questions related to the study were fully discussed during the subsequent

interview. Informants were given the option to sùop mid-way through the interview but

their preference was to continue, largely because they were "immersed' in ælling their

story and partly because it was burdensome to fit another interview inûo their busy

schedules.

2, Consistency: Confirmability

This criterion refers to dependability that the findings are representative of the

informants' narratives. That is, that the pattems and themes are grounded in the data

base. During the course of the data collection, the rese¿rcher clarified findings and

interpretations with the informants by delermining accuracy of understanding as well as

comparisons with other informant responses.

Being faithful to \,vhat was most important to the informants was assisted by

analysis of the methodological field notes as the study progressed. In this way, listening

to the informants' stories was in the foreground of the process with the inûerview guide

providing the background. The study's progress, process, and preliminary patterns were

periodically discussed rlith the thesis committee chai¡. Recurent patterns in the

narratives and not hearing anything new from i¡formants confirmed that saturation of the

data had occurred.

3. Applicability: Transferability

Transferability refers to the ability of resea¡ch frndings to "fit" into contexts
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evaluating qualitative research is deæ¡mined by the extent of similarity between

contexts (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).

This is achieved by providing suffieient contextual information and dercribing the

rationale for the coding of data in¡o pattems and themes. It involves displaying the

descriptive data to allow readers of the study to dete¡mine if they agree with the .fit"

between the data and the identification of patterns and themes, The display of the data

permits the reåder to decide if the experience described in the study provides

understanding of adult offspring in similar contexts.

This was addressed by asking two expert geriatric nurses !o review drafts of the

findings, as well as, the emerging patterns and themes, to determine how well the

analysis fit with thek previous experiences. They confirmed that the description and

inærpretation was consistent with thei¡ work with families and elderly hospitalized

patients. They encouraged me to increase the number of quotes from the original data

as the rich and meaningful stories ûold in the informants' own words added value and

vigour to the interpretation.

I

Conclusion

In summary, this qualitative study was designed to investigate the subjective

experience of adult offspring of hospitalized frail elderly parents. Twelve key informants

were purposively selecæd in o¡der to obtain substantive data. Data were gathered

through interviews and analyzed using læininger's (1985) phases of analysis. The
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Ethlograph computerized softwa¡e program assisted data eoding and sorting processes.

Lincoln and Guba's (1985) criteria were uæd for establishing trustworthiness of the data.



CIIAPTER IV

FINDINGS

Introduction

The frndings presented in this chapter, concentrate on the components and

patterns identified in the fust two stÊps of the analysis process. The themes which

eme¡ge from the synthesis and analysis of the frndings are conceptualized as a

consuming, changing, and complex Caregiving Labyrith. The thematic analysis is

presented in the discussion chapter.

DemosraDhic eharacteristics

The twelve elderly patients, ten women and two men, ranged in age from 69 to

85 years, with a mean of 76 years. The twelve informants in this study, ten adult

daughûers and two adult sons, ranged in age from 33 ûo 58 years, with a mean of 45

years. The majority of them were employed outside the home and had children of thei¡

own. All of the informants lived within geographic proximity to their parents a¡rd two

single daughters actually resided in the same home with thei¡ mothers.

In describing the patients and informants, a summary of their major characûeristics

is provided in Table 1.

Components and latter.ns

The six components identified in the study refer to the major topics addressed
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with informants, that is, parents'health, caregiving role, interaction with heatth

professionals, coping, response of siblings, and the meåning of parental caregiving.

Each component contributes to a number of pattems emerging from the data that

c¿tegoriz€ the experience of the informants, Table 2 summarizes the eomponents and

patûems.



Table l: Dernographic hrfìle of Patients & Informants

Cha-råct€ristics

Numbe¡:

Familial relationship:
mothe¡
father
daughter
son

Age:

Marital Status:
single
Darried
widowed
divorced

Educstion:
grade 8 or less

somo high school
high school diploma
some college
college degree

Living Arrangenrent:
Lives with:

alone
spouse &/or dep.ch.,
adult ch. /eld.pareut /

siblings

Type of housing:
Spsrtm€rxt

house
seaior housing

I¡formant¡' Siblings (n) :

¡nean

fånge

PATIENTS INFORMÀNTS
L2 12

45
33-58

76
69-85

meån
fa¡8e

4
4
z
I
I

2
5
4
I

.,

I

?

I

'l

2.6
t4

7

z
2
1
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Table 2:

COMPONENTS

The Parentst Health

The Ädult So¡u'/
Dar¡sht€rst Cff€siY¡ns
Bole

Interaction with
Ee¡lth Professionsls

Co¡ir¡s B€l¡aviors

Res¡þnse of Siblings

Meaninq of CârrsiYins

PATTERNS

Pre-Admissìon Heahh

C rìsìs, C omplì calían s, and
Fntlty

lYonìe s For The Furure

Expanding Role

AnticìpatìnglWatl and Sce

Monitorìng / Ta cll Knowittg

Supponìng and Encoumging
Rcslli¿næ

Relentlessly Seeâng l4lonnuìon
Hìníng a Wall

Co4fidence And¿n tincd

P u llìn g I nv o lv ene nl / Re c¿lvln g
Guìdanæ

Exptcsshg Emotions

Attending to ScU

Asklng tor Heþ

Ftustrafíon and
Fríctíon

Softing It Oul

We on Hold

Completing the Clrclel
Gíve and Take

Feeling Imprísotutl
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The Parents' Ileslth

The fust component is the parents' health. Three pattems emerged from the data

in relationship to this component: preadmission health, crisis, complications and frailty,

and worries for the future.

Pre-Admíssíon Health

In terms of thei¡ health prior to this hospitalization, the patients as a whole had

experienced minimal functional disability, that is, minimal difficulty performing basic

activities of daily living (such as eating, washing, drassing). Assistance had been

required for instrumental activities of daily living (such as, housekeeping and grocery

shopping). Mobility problems such as climbing stai¡s were present for a number of the

patients as a consequenc€ of artluitis and previous hip fractures.

Crisis, Complicat'øns, and FruíIty

The second pattern emerging from the data was related to the critical condition

of their parents' health. Admission to the hospital had in most cases been precipitated

by emergent and urge¡t conditions, presenting problems included fractured hips,

congestive heart failure, urinary tract infections, vein thrombosis leading to emergency

surgery, and cance¡ surgery. Recognition that something was wrong is illustrated by the

following informants' reflections on the days leading up to taking their mothers to the

emergency department:

She ha¿ told me over a week that she wasn't feeling too good with thar
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right sidz, she didn't ea very much. She would eat and. I would take her over

salads, jelty, puddings, and sh¿ sttll couldn't eat, she was gening bloated on that

sidc. So I loæw something was \lrong i.f she's only eating lighf foods.

Tlwy (emeryency staff) checked her ow and did urine sanples and blood

work and blood pressure, And they cane to the conserßus thal it was just a small

infection, thar th¿y would send her home with medicaion, And I said to th¿

doctor 'pardon me, she's going to be released'? I soys this is the second time in

a couple of weelc that shc's been in to energency, th¿ lost time wa.s th¿ Z. And

I søys she was in there for a kidney infection md she wasn't feeling good even

when sh¿ come out.

She han a few little falls, or she would be starting to get wsteaþ on her

feet,,,shc lost a lot of weight and it knocked out h¿r sugar balance and all of

that,,.and she's slípping into much of a depression and the whole thing was

feeding off each other.,.thu's son of when things started to go dnwnhill.

Patients' course in hospital had been alarmingly circuitous, that is, just when they

would think they were o¡ the way to recovery, a new crisis would develop. Several of

the patients had serious and potentially life-threatening complications during the course

of their hospit'li'ation. Complications included the development of pneumonia, kidney

failure, delirium, septic shock, st¡oke and neurogenic bladder.

Constantly shifting directions and uncertainty of survival were distilctive elements

of the parents' hospital experience. As parents fought for life, their sons and daughters
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stood vigil. The following statements by two informants express how they experienced

their parents' fluctuating condition:

We were told that wy dÃd wouW onþ be in the hospital like two, maximwn

three weelts which has nrncd ituo thtee mowhs. He had compticatiotts with th¿

surgery. His kidneys failed, he got pnewnonia, h¿ was in ICU for I I days so we

just kind of lived doy by doy not loøwing if, hc was going to pull through even.

He wew from a functioning person to a shadaw at this point. you can,t

realþ lookfor tomorrow because you don't lanw what tomonow,s going to bring.

I just see her losing the ability to be independent, I think that more and

nþre things will be unþrunatety taken owoy from her. And I thittk that,s what's

the sad part.

My mother was a dynuno lady who did, she just did everything and she

was an ilrcredible wonnn.

You latow, you get very sad too when you thínk that this is your only

parent lef. And you lotaw how long are they going to be hcre ønd considering

thcir age and aU thc things thø are realþ medically wßtable with them, you

know it's pretty scary.

During their hospital stay, these patiens had been relocated from the Emergency

and Observation Units, back and forth between the Intensive Care Unit, surgical and

medical units, and were on geriatric units when thei¡ sons and daughters were
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interviewed. The length of hospital stay at the time of the interview ranged from four

weeks to f,ve months.

The frailty caused by chronic diseases and acute illness were affecting the elderly

patients' functional arid emotional capabilities and what would eventually happen for them

was still ambiguous. Each patient had a number of co-morbidities in addition to thei¡

presenting problem. Diagnoses included conditions such as diabetes, heaf diseåse,

ost€oarthritis, chronic obstructive lung disease, and hypertension, Changes associated

with aging, such as decre¿sed vision and hearing, were also conhibuting to thei¡

heightened vulnerability.

Woníes For The Fulure

The focus of the thi¡d pattem was related to what the future held. Informants

were worried and fe¿rful about their parents' future heatth. Worries about what lay

ahead for their parents centered a¡ound the prognosis and hjectory of health problems

and their parents' ability to continue living in the comrnunity. As one daughter stated,

'I'm really getting sEessed worrying how my mom's going to cop€ when she comes

homeo. Fear that parenls would be dependent had surfaced and anxiety about theh will

to recover was evident, One informant commented, "rrVell, I'm worried that he doesn't

want to get shonger where I think he could, I'm worried that he's just going to give

up'.

In some cases the hospitalized parents had been providing care to theh spouses

prior to their own illness. Therefore, not only were informants worried about what the
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health outcome would mean for the hospitalized parent, but also what the consequences

would be for the other parent and the i¡formant's expanding role, The fear of falls and

whether a parent could continue !o drive stood out on the list of concerns raised.

In addition to uneasiness about the prognosis of theif parents' chronic health

problems, the specter of mental impairment had raised its heåd. Some of the parents had

experienced cognitive disturbances, such as memory loss and absent-mindedness through

the course of thei¡ hospitaliz^tion. The possibility of ñ¡ture mental problems was

weighing on informants' minds as this comment illusEates:

More thnn anything, th¿ biggest worry wouW be if her mind goes and she

gets forgetful and then she can't live on her own.,.plug in th¿ lættle and then

forget about it or something or hove the stove going and put her hand in it or sruff

like that is what concems me.

The Adult Sons'lDsughters, esrcg¡v¡ng3ole

The second component arising from the study is the adult sons' ùd daughûers'

caregiving role befo¡e and during the hospital experience. Four patterns were important

to the informants' caregiving process: their expanding role, anticipating needs/wait and

see, monitoring c rellzcit knowledge, and encouraging ¡esilience,

ExpandÍng Role

The fust pattern relaûes to the expansion of thei¡ role. Some of the informants

had been caregiving for quite a long time (up to 7 yeårs) whereas others were relative
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newcomers to this role. Prior üo their parents' hospitalization, most informants had

primarily been required ø help with with instrumental activities sf daity living, such as

housekeeping, grocery shopping, and trarisportation, as well as with emotional-social

support,

Informants described the process of becoming involved in caregiving as something

that occurs naturally: One informant remarked, 'it kind ofjust happens, like you don,t

really almost notice it happening itjust seems to stârt, I guess because they're sick, you

have to do what you have to do'. Three informants rqorted having previous caregiving

experience with a parent who had died. Two daughters were presently caring for both

parents. The demands on these informants were greåt as they ran from one parent in the

hospital to the other in the community, and then ûo thei¡ own families.

P¡evious hospitalizatisns had resulted in changes in their role. One informant described

how her role had expanded over the previous six months following her mother's hip

surgery:

I thittk since last swruner, since her hip surgery the responsibility of næ

has increased, you lonw. I had to do her lawdry, she couldn't go down thz

stairs. Shz had ¡o go down twelve stairs in thc old apartmeru beþre she ¡noved

iwo the senÌors hone..,And she's found it hardcr making rneals because of

bending over, because of her back.

All informants indicated that thei¡ role had expanded dramatically as a

consequence of parents' medical crises. Throughout the crisis stage and during the
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recovery arid rehabilitation phases, they were actively involved in inûeracting with health

professionals (physicians, nurses, social workers, rehabilitation therapiss), visiting

almost every day, monitoring their parents' condition and care, supporting and

encouraging their frail pdents,

Antícípatíng/WaÍt and See

The second pattÊm ûo emerge throughout the hospitat experience was preparing

for their expanded caregiving role. Informants knew thei¡ parents would be relying on

them mo¡e, As they looked ûo the ftrture, they were anticipating and thinking about thei¡

parents' needs. Thei¡ first goal was to promote recovery and discharge from hospital.

Bec¿use the medical a¡rd functional ouûcomes were still not clear, a number of the

informants were in a nwait and see' pattem. However, contingency plans were forming

in their minds, although generally these had not been discussed with their parents, one

daughter, when asked if she thought her mother might need more personal care, such as

help with bathing and dressing responded:

Oh dcfiníteþ. She was able to do all of that before. Today we just

discussed th"r an/ she was very apprehensive. she told her thzrapÍst that she

didn't wail any help, th¿t she was perfectþ capabte of showering or whatever,

but tday when I ircisted tha they do a home visit thq'lt realize thaÍ sh¿ camot

do that. So I think she's feeling pretty lousy rtgfu rcw, like she,s upstairs in her

room, she's feeling pretty lousy becawe she had to consev to have someone come

in a couple of times a week to bah¿ her, I think she,s rct hnppy with thor.
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There was intense sensitivity about choosing the right time and manner of

bringing up difficult mattÊrs with thei¡ mothers o¡ fathers. lnformants wanted !o make

decisions collaboratively with thei¡ parents and to ptevent premature decisions. As one

son remarked, he did not want to cast doubts in his mother's mind about her ability to

regain independence:

I wouldn't mewion if (i,e. tentative plan for supporting her in the

community), I don't want hcr tu rhink, because she's so positive that everyrhíng's

firæ, so we'll just leave it at thal an¿ see what happens. Ilnlcss it,s downright

obvious that sh¿ can't cope and then I woul¿ certainty say something. But, you

lcnow, if she feels sh¿ can do something, until she son of proves othetwise...

One topic that was particularly difficult for offspring to contemplate, let alone

b¡oach with parents, was the possibi.lity that they might not be able ùo continue living in

the community and/or in thei¡ own homes. T'he thought of inhoducing the idea that thei¡

parents should move from thei¡ homes or that they might need ongoing nursing care

produced considerable disEess. For one informant, the worry that she might have to take

her mother into her horye was something she couldn't bear thinking about and wanted

to postpone considering for as long as possible.

Part of the dilemma was a fear of hurting their parents:

You donl want to itsult them. You don't wa to say thís is filthy, it,s got

to be cleaned, because nobody waws that. I don't lonw if we can ever get him

out of there. Møybe i.f he's realty feeling sick he mighf be a little more
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cooperalive, but I don't latow, we'll have to wait and see."

Another informant, whose mother and aunt lived together, was concerned fo¡ the

poüential conflict that might unfold:

I think she (the aunt) realþ waws her (the informant,s mother) to come

home, you lanw. And today I suggested to hzr thu they msy have to sell the

house and I thittk she's worried because certainty my brother and I have talked

abow it an¿ tf my mom has to sell and move iwo an apartmenÍ I mean we'il tike

her closer in our end of the city, My aunt daesn't feel very comfonable in that

end of the city. So there'll be major, I mem th.e.re's going to be lots of conflict.

Mo níto rín g / Tacít Knowíng

The third pattern related ûo the caregiving ¡ole that unfolded during the course of

their experience was that of monitoring their pæents' condition and care. This became

a way of life during the hospital experience. Throughout the intewiews, informants

described the vigilance they maintained in keeping track of such things as their parents'

nutrition, bowel movempnts, strength, and mood. They experienced tremendous guilt

when they failed to obsewe significant changes in thek parents.

On other occasions, heart-wrenching anger would ensue when their tacit

knowledge that something was terribly wrong was either ignored or minimized by the

doctors and nurses. The following are two commens made by informants:

And then he was in step-down, he got sick again and couldn't breathe, and
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h¿re's another thing too rhnÌ I th¡nk to nryself, 'wh¿re was I tha¡ I couWn't see

this happening'. He lost so much weight, he was so sick he wasn't eating. They

eventuelly cane to th¿ conclusion thar he didn't have enough calories to work his

lung...they pw him back iwo iwensive care to feed him through a feeding mbe.

And I kick nryselffor not thinking to nryself he's gening skinnier and. skinnier and

couØn't I think they should be feeding him.

And I called Dr. C, and I said you lorow I thirlk nry dad's getting sick,

And h¿ said no there's no reason to keep hùn in haspital. And th¿y said that my

dad was capable of looking afrer himself, which he wasn't even beþre he wew

in hospital the rtr$ time. T\ueruy-four hours afier he was discharged we had to

rush him to emergency, They put him ín lwensive Care, he need¿il three blood

transfitsions.

Suppoting and Encoamgíng ResíIìence

The fourth pattern of caregiving that emerged throughout the study was that adult

sons and daughters were supportive to their parents. They provided emotional succor,

especially in relation lol the losses parents were enduring. Being present at the time

parents were lold news of their prognosis was considered essential but unfortunately did

not always occur. One daughter described the devastated state she found her mother in

after the doctor told her "badn news with no one there to support her and query the full

meaning of what had been said.

In some situations informants felt impotent. One daughær talked about how
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difficult she found seeing her father's heavy spitit, She felt incapable of helping him to

open up and talk about his feelings and powerless to i¡fluence his will to recover. She

remarked, "it's hard to talk to him, he's set in his ways and you can,t talk to him about

the future".

The desi¡e to help rebuild their parents' competenc€ and self-reliance was strong.

This c¿me through in many ways partieularly in wanting !o leave as much choice up to

their parents as possible. One informant saw the proc€ss æ being gradual:

I think sh¿'s lost confidence from beÍng ín the hospital, I want to try to get

h¿r back into things, not as quickþ as possible, wh¿n sh¿'s ready she,il know,

you htow, I waw her to use what strength she does hnve, because I realize h¿r

strength's been weakcned.

Interaction with Heslth Professionals

The third component addresses the adult sons' and daughters, interaction with

health care professionals. Tfuoughout the intewiews, informants indic¿ted that a

signifrcant aspect of the hospital experience was thei¡ relationship witï members of the

health care system. Frory their standpoint, it was a predominantly frustrating component.

Such interaction was comprised of three pattems: information seeking, eonfidence in the

sysûem, and involvement in the sysæm.

Relealcssþ Seeking l4fonnatínnlHíníng a Wall

The first pattern describes their relentless pursuit of accurate i¡formation and
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inclusion into the circle of professional ca¡e. An enormous amount of energy was spent

seeking knowledge and input into the care management and discharge planning of their

frail parents.

What was portrayed suggests the paradoxical nature of the relationship between

"informal" farnily caregivers and "formal" health caregivers. On the one hand, adult

sons and daughters were viewed by professional caregivers as useful within the system,

and on the other hand, sometimes offspring felt they were perceived as a nuisance.

Informants had important understanding of their parents, as weli, they would be

instrumental in maintaining their parents in the community. However, in the busyness

of the hospital wards, they felt they were not communicated with effectively.

The impact of not receiving timely and accurate information contributed to the

informants' sense of uncertainty and worry about the future. The following remarks

illustrate this frustration :

We were prepared for sonte of the risks of the surgety but I don,t

rententber anybody really telling us too much about how terribly ha.rd a.naesthetic

can be.

I would like a debriefin.g, like, 'tltis is what to expect no\1), because of this

and tltis' and just sort of clue you in to what is going on, you know. Wiîhout

infomtation you make everything ouÍ to be woße than it actua.Ily is.

It's very fi'usn'atitxg because from day to day you. don't knotv when. he's

contin.g out. He should be ntore infotmed oÍ whot's happenin.g to him and I feel

th(lt iÍ I go looking for infomtation somet¡mes it's like pulling teeth.
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As the above quote suggests, communication between health care personnel and

patients also posed concems. Informants reported that thei¡ parents were often left out

of the information loop as well:

Well, I sort of got the serße that she doesn't get much infonnotion eíthzr,

you lcww" Sh¿ had son of mewioned a few times thar this (a wound) was

bothcring her and everybody would say 'well, we'll look a it ,t4xt time we

change the dressíng' and she was son offrustratel that wbodl would realþ come

and have a good look at it,

She loæw somcthing was wrong but nobody realþ, hcr opíníon wasn,t

couwed. You lotow, she was son of like the guinea pig, 'stay there, we høw

what we're doing',

Corfidence Undetmíneil

The second pattem related ûo thei¡ interaction with health professionals was that

there was a crisis in confidence. lnformants expressed unease and displeasure about a

number of issues that were undermining thei¡ confidence in the health care sysûem. For

some, the loss of faiþ was in response to medical errors that led to serious

complications. lnformants' anger would be further inflamed by the doctors and nurses

avoidance of the topic. Two informants were particularly shattered by the lack of

credence their observations were given when they sensed (tacit knowledge) that

something was terribly wrong with their parents, The dismissal of thei¡ eoncerns had

resulted in serious consequences for their parents,
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Informants emphasized the negative effect they felt he¿lth care reform was having

on the system. The i¡terviews took place over a period of time when the ¡atio of

professional nursing staff was being reduced. They pinpointed a series of repercussions,

including the lack of continuity in care, the lack of time nurses had to communicate and

respond ùo their needs, and the lack of training the nurses aides brought to the bedside.

The end result were reservations about the quality of care thei¡ parents were able to

receive under these circumstances.

The following obærvations by informants reflect these fears:

And one of her nain complairus ß, the nurse who would com¿ in to

change her dressing would be diferew from the one who had changed it before,

so tøbody laew how it was progressing, Whcn thzy would change it every couple

of deys, of course it would. be e differew ,urse so rcbody had ever seen ít and

then she u,oke up one moming and it had been bleeding in the níglx.

I do these bits and pieces but what about people that can,t do that, I realt!

don't htow. So I see the system not being whal it could and I dan,t blane the

system, I blsne the cuts. So I think that the people are very good-heaned and

they're doîng their best. Bw when you see a person and you take care of thcm

for two days and th¿n you don't see th¿m for three weel<s, well you lase thu.

Ás nice as th¿ orderlies are, as nice as th¿ aides are, they're not trained,

Tløy're helpful people but they cannot see if somcthíng is infected, they cannot,

don't hnve thu kind of experience, rhe! don't hove those skills.
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Parsuíng Involv ement/ Re c eívíng Guídance

The third pattern relat€d to thei¡ ¡elationship with health professionals cente¡ed

around how they achieved involvement. lnformants we¡e emphatic that the best approach

was actively ûo pursue involvement. Asking questions on behalf of their parents was a

common occuÍence. The following are two comments made by informants:

You need to involve yourselÍ, people are helpful then, We,ve had a few

næetings, I think wh¿n you approach people ard involve yourself that everybody

is very, very willing to help you. I've þwtd people very helpful.

She's oble to talkþr hcrself but sometimes she dnesn't always waw to ask

or she n¿ver thinks of it but I usuaüy ask. I like to loøw who, what, when,

where, and wlty.

In spite of the frushation they encountered with health professionals, the majority

of informants also recounted favorable experiences as expressed in these comments:

It hclps having the proper care and the Occupaional Therapy care wh¿n

people are in the hospital, in the geriatrics section, you lotow, therapy and snff

like that. Getting a person mobile and realizing tha they're not three years oll,

they are E0 years old, so you have to just warch on the therapy that you give

them, you lstow, because they're so fragile a that age, their bones and that.

I think sh¿'s recuperated o bit îastet. Th¿ combinntion of the medication

and the øcperience of the people on the ward, Sh¿ høws tha she is being taken

care of and she is getting the care she n¿eds, And I think psJchalogicaily thar
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makes her feel better and that helps h¿r. So because she's feeling better I,m ø

ease when I'm at work,

Informans were most grat€fuI when nurses explained the changes they were

seeing in their parents, This had a calming effect and helped them to maintain a sense

of hope. Knowing what was involved in the rehabiliøtion phase and being kept abreast

of discharge plans were also positive indicators. Being made to feel part of the team was

particularly important as expressed by this informant, nsome nurses will go out of their

way and help you, you know, and they're friendly and they treat you as part of the

team..

Copine B€hayiots

The fourth component emerging from the study is coping, specifrcally the

mediaùo¡s which hel@ informants manage the experience. Expressing emotions,

attending ùo self, and asking for help were three important patterns in the process.

Finding balance berween caring for parents and caring for self represenûed a crucial

dimension in informantsj ability to cope effectively with the situation.

Expressìng Emotíanc

The fust pattrem made evident related to informants' need to express emotion.

The support of good friends, immediaæ famity, and spouses of married informants was

identified as essential to helping informants get through the difficult aspects of what was
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happening to their parents and to weather its impact on thei¡ lives, Of particular value

was sharing with people who had experienced similar situations, Having a safe place to

vent and express anger was seen as crucial. The following quotes are illushative of these

sentiments:

I have onc friend thu I talk to, shc has ø mother that's a liale bit younger

than my mother and she has a few problems and responsíbilities with so sh¿'s

comfonable with that.

It nakcs you feel likc, it's not the onty thing thu's happening in your

world, you're not alon¿.

Young people, old people, and everybody's got di.îerent experiences,

dffirew happenings, and it's not like you're one of a kind..

Afrending to Self

The second pattern emerged in how partieipants coped related ûo their attending

at some point ûo thei¡ own needs. For some informants, the crisis that led to

hospitalization of their parenb represented a turning point, a recognition of the need to

draw back and t¿ke stoc,k of what they were capable of taking on in their lives.

One daughûer who had previously been involved i¡ caring for her dying father had

inægrated the knowledge from that experience and was deüermined to prevent the

exhaustion and frustration she had previously endured. She was mindñ¡l of the need to

be clea¡ of what she could do, and would not do, during the present situation. For

example, she was perceptive of the difference between ensuring that her mother received
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the help she needed and becoming the main provider of that help. She was watchful of

her tendency to want to rush in and rescue he¡ mother. Caring for her mother came to

mean nenabling" rather than "doing for" her.

In addition to clarity atound boundaries related to caregiving, a number of

informants were cognizant of the need to attend to what was important and of value to

their own lives. Having personal goals, even if some of the timelines were altered,

seemed to be beneficial. Informants indicated that prayer, humor, having a good cry,

and getting extra sleep had a positive impact on their ability to cope with the situation.

Positive self-talk was valued by many informants as a meåns of coping:

Well, I have to hove a little talk with rnyself every once in a while,

Sometimes it's hard on your nerves and I tell rnyself well, you can't let it get to

you, you've got a moth¿r to look arter, your sßters are out of town, you're

strong, be strong,

To go for wall<s son of helps. You just have îo sort of grab a hold of

yourself becawe you cat't let yourcelf get down and get too uptiglx ín this day

and age in society, You loøw you're not going of the deep end or arrything. I

Buess th.al's how,I son of, nwybe, have an inner stength and møybe retain nry

sanity a bit.

Askíng for Help

The third pattern relatcd üo their coping behaviours described how they were able

to ask for help. All of the informants reported themselves as providing the bulk of the
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caregiving to their parents. The recognition that they needed to set limits in order to

prevent resentment and burn-out led them to reålizê they could no longer 'do it all'.

One informant reflected, "we don't really share responsibilities, like we should have been

probably much mo¡e organized with visiting times, you know". Acting on this insight

involved changing their expectations of themselves and letting siblings know they needed

he1p. Overall, this was a difficult step because of its poæntial to lead to conflict and

bitterness if siblings disagreed with the ne€d !o help.

Resoonse of Sibli¡gs

The relevance of the response of siblings was the ñfth component to emerge as

central to the adult children's process. Alttrough the informants were the primary

parental caregivers, they all had siblings with whom they discussed their parents' health

and caregiving issues. All but one informant had at least one or two siblings residing

in Maniûoba. As well, the geographicalty distant siblings were involved in the family's

response to the aging parent. Response of siblings was revealed in two patterns: tension

and how it was sorted out.

l

Fruúmtíon and FríctÍan

The informants' description of their sibling relationships conveyed ttre complexity

of the family dynamics that emerges during the process of caring for aging parents,

Issues such as sharing the work and differing appraisals of the situation brought out

feelings of frustration and friction.
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My sister hasn't been able to comc in a¡ øll, I realize thar sh¿,s on th¿

farm and shz's busy but it doesn't mauer what month of the year it is, I,ve askcd

hcr to come ín and stay with mom. I say I think your husband will survive

wìthout you for a Íew dnys, he can make his own meals, but na, she n¿ver com¿s

in, shc's alwøys busy. So I've just got a linle bit uptigltt and røh¿r than blow

nry stack I'vejust kind ofkcpt quiet and I've nat said a$ything on¿ l,ve said tha,s

frn¿,,,b would be nice at a time likc this for responsibility to be evened out.

I alwsys have felt that th¿ load is on me and I guess I just deat with it.

Sometimes I'm resen{ul that my brother daesn't play a larger role.

One critic¿l issue involved the difference of opinion regarding what was in the

b€st interest of parents' well-being. Simply put, in a number of sihrations, siblings who

were less involved with their parents thought it was time for the parent to be placed in

a nursing home. This contrasted dramatically with the view held by thg informants, who

were sEongly inclined to help their parents attempt independent living in the community,

even if the situation wa¡ potentially precarious.

In terms of whose 
"pp*iol 

would most influence the decisions being made for

the future, a number of dynamics were at play. Family customs, personality traits,

knowledge of parents' wishes and fears, and perception of ¡esources were all entwined

in the deliberations. The two single informa¡ts (daughters) who lived with their frail

mothers were particulæly concerned with the leverage thei¡ older brothers could mæshal.
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one of these informants was rapanese and she identified the influence that culture,

gender, and age-related values had on who in the family would have the most sway in

decision-making regarding the options for the parent. Both of these daughters were

planning their strategies to argue their positions.

Distânc€, be it geographical, emotional, or rational detachment played a role in

the appraisal of the situation and conæquently the decisions being made within the family

system. From the informants' point of view, their siblings did not have a full grasp of

the slow but steady progress their parents were making or the impact premature

institutionaliz¿tion would have. conversely, in some sihntions a sibling would not

re¿lize how many needs a parent had, for example one informant dercribed her brother

as unrealistic about their mother because he was not as close to the situation:

And because he's a male and daesn't see things, because he,s not

privileget øs much as to what hnppens as I øn, And h¿ also views it differentty.

My mother doesn't say to him, you latow, I couldn,t malce it to the bathroom on

time, she's nat going to tell my brother thn¡. But she brougttt a bag of laundry

and asked m¿ to do it, like soyÍng I had an accid¿w and I couldn,t get to the

washroom. And ¡those are things thu I'm more ørare of, I dnn,t even think he

thittl<s abow them. I don't íhink he thinlß how does she get up and get dressed.

Or does she, is she practisíng good hygiene wh¿n she goes to the washroom,

wh¿re I'nt wonied about those things,

However, there were also times when the objective outlook of a less involved
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sibling was helpful to informants. One example cited was the merit in having a sibling

approach a parent to discuss moving from a rural setting to an urban seniors' complex.

Soñíng It Out

The second pattern to emerge from the data was how informants eventually came

to terms with sibling's roles:

Irtry sister calls periodicalty to see haw's she's doing...So she's been calling

and she's concerned, like whu m¿dlcøion she's taking, whaÍ's wrong with her

and everything. And she son of disagreed with ne at one time th¿re, like maybe

I should get on it, and I said well 'look i.f I have to get on ít, I said how abour if

you corne iwo the city and get on it'.

One sister daes help out as much as she can, she comes in for a week and

helps, And she can¿ in when mom moved into the senior's home and sh¿ did all

her packing and unpacking and washing herfloon and h¿r díshes and madc her

breo$ast every nørning and her meals for a whole week and thnt's the best thar

she could do and then she had to go back out west again, So I danl hold it

against her ot ary. I think she's done what she can. But the other one is in a

world of hcr own our in her linle crop circle.

Sibling tensions were counúerbalancæd by both appreciation of the strengths their

siblings provided and recognition of the difficulties that precluded their participation.

One informant's expresæd appreciation and concern for her sibling:
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He is very good with my mom and they get along reaüy welt. And the tast

few weeks he's ta*en h¿r out on Sundny's, I tøow that,s realþ somewhat

inconvenient and dfficult for him bw he,s done it, And I feel bad. because hz,s

in the process of goìng through a divorce and he only has his children one week,

like they stay with himþr onc whale week and th¿n they go back to his wíf,e on

the other week. So on that week hz has major responsibilities and I think he

doesn't have someone to share thcm with so thu,s very dfficutt, On thc other

hond the week he doesn't have them I feel like h¿,s very ftee.

Overall, informants achieved a sharing of responsibitities with thei¡ siblings and

an acc€ptance of thei¡ delimited roles. For some, the response to what was happening

to thei¡ parents brought sibtings closer together than they had been in years.

Interestingly, many informants reasoned that in the grand scheme of things they were

better suited to be the primary caregivers. They cited such things as having a more

supportive spousê, a calmer disposition, and better coping skills that enabled them to

handle the demands of the situation.

@crrcr_+dnus
The final component proved to be the meaning of caregiving to the informants.

Ttvo aspects of meaning were addressed with these sons and daughters. The fi¡st

concerned the impact caregiving was having on thei¡ immediate lives and the second was

the deeper 'gestalt' of caring for frail elderly parens as this stage of life. Th¡ee

patterns emerged: life on hold, completing the circle, and feeling imprisoned.
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Life on Hold

Informants reported that caregiving was very shessful and was having a major

impact on thei¡ lives, one informant remarked: "I don't really call it a burden. It's a¡r

extra responsibility, it's more tesponsibility in my life, I guess, more time, more hours,

more days taken up." Balancing caregiving with their family and work responsibilities

was taking its !oll, Worrying about the firture, feeling they were not spending enough

time with either thei¡ parents or their children, not having any time for themselves, and

feeling wom out were predominant sFessors and strains related to the situation, The

strain on families is evident in this informant's experience:

I{y owtt farniþ h¿ve resewed me, you lotow, for not being at home þr
them as much. I guess the thing is once you know thq're ouÍ of a crisis situation

and it's so long term, thar your own fatniþ responds with tike well, lou,re rct

home, so what are you doing visiting (at the hospital) lue in the doy?, Ut til

recenüy I would be working, I'd come from work md then I,d run home, makc

dinner, eíther søy to the kids clean up or my hwband would clean up.,.get herc

about 8:A0, stay for an hour, an hour and a half, get home and be wiped oru,

Merualþ and plty¡icalþ.

Because of the ambiguity of what lay ahead, informants felt theif lives we¡e on

hold. One informant decla¡ed 'we haven't had a re¿l life since this has happened,

because I'm so involved in it'. A number of informants were putting personal goals and

plans on the back-burner. One son who was pursuing his university degree and working

full time decided to curtail his commitments:
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I've been intending to take another course nzxt year bur I also work shifi

and I think that I may avoid it, dcpending on what kind of shnpe sh¿'s in wh¿n

shc gets out of h¿re and how shc progresses through the sunner, but if she,s

goìng to be a lot more reliaw on me then I'll have to forget the course aÍ least

for ncxt year until we see wh& happens,

Work commitments also had to be adjusted as described by this informant:

I laøw I've had a few coutses at work that I haven,t taken because of my

mother being in the hnspital and being sick and it,s just too much, I hod to be

home those days, I wasn't able to go in to take coußes. So I sort of lost ow in

thã respect. But I think l,ll manage,

one houbling source of discomfort was related to whether informants would have

to become involved in personal or intimate aspects of caregiving such as toileting or

bathing. The daughter (a nurse by profession) of one patient was worried that if her

mother did not leam self-catheærization, she would be expected to provide this care,

she saw this as crossing a boundary and was uncomfortable with it. The hansition from

providing instrumental aspects of support to performing direct personal ca¡e is a difficult

shift,

Completing the Círcle/Give anil Take

The second pattern of making meaning out of the caregiving experience related
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to thei¡ sense of life's rhythm, The personal belief that caring for their parents

completed a circle and had meaningful purpose in thei¡ lives was strongly held by many

informants, The following statements by a number of informants express this sentiment:

And ít realþ brings to mind that we're realþ just, you know, we're

completíng that cycle. I think it more than arything, it's H¡td of scary that it,s

going to happen to you. And I would hope that I would have someon¿ realþ care

enough about mc to look afier me.

I guess I never thougltt it would hnppen, so yeah, it feels likc wow. I
don't mind doing it. I think it's probabþ harder for them to handle that you,re

always thcre and having to da so much þr th¿m and. sntÍ: tike thaî.

Dad's always been there for us, either it's been quiet, cenainþ not a

close faher like maybe some, but he's always been there...you could couw on

him.

I thìnk looking afcr her, I suppose btawing that I,m able to help ow, but

it's times lilce thal somertmes that you wish you were a nurse, you htow, you need

a linle bít more medical on your ideas and ways and that. Bw I don,t think I feet

guilry, like hopefuüy she won't pass way for several years but if she daes pass

away I will nat have a guilry conscience because I think l,ve done everything thnt

I can do þr her.

Whcn you think aboui it it's onty going to be son of a reløiveþ small pan
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of your time, Iike spread out over however long.

The nature of the relationship with thei¡ parents also had a bearing on the sense

of satisfaction they felt. One daughter expressed a deep respect for how her parents had

co@ with life. 'So I've seen them, you lnow, go through some real heartbreak days,

they did what they had to do and just got on with thei¡ lives, They were really good

teachers, So hopefully I can teach my child some of those things". The motivation to

give to parents emerged throughout the interviews:

Sh¿'s been a wondcrful mother so you latow, paft of me wants to

aclonwledge thot...She w6 very much pøn of my W, of growing up and being

manied and having children. My parews were certainly very much a pan of thu,

There was a sense of "give and take" in these relationships, in that parents

expressed their appreciation for the help they received and were perceived ûo be doing

all they could ûo get b€tter. One informant who had a history of bipolar de.pression

valued the steady support her mother provided in spiæ of her own weakened condition.

Another informant apprqciated that her mother held off on making requests on days that-'1

she worked. "If she needs anything she'll c¿ll me up and tell me that she needs it but

she says no rush, whenever you're available. I don't feel any pressure at all.,'

Feelìng Imprísoned/Guíll and Resentment

h contrast to the "give and take' relationships described above, some informants
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portrayed resentment for having to give up so much of their own lives. For some

informants, the experience of parental caregiving was stirring up negative feelings. One

daughter was beginning to -loathe" her mother's dependency. A son was feeling

"smothered' by all the phone calls ftom his mother úo run around and do things for her.

The sense of being imprisoned was evident in the remarks of this informant:

I'm sruck at the bottom of the benel and. in a hale and I can't get our.

I just, like I can't even say I love you any nore becawe it's bad. I feel,

it's begínnìng to feel indi,ferew and. it's genìng really hard. Now that sh¿'s in

hospital I've been doing things tha I would never get to do if she was a hame

When I look a! th¿ id¿a of her coming home, it feeß like jail.

Characteristics of parents that appeåred to contribuûe to this emotion were

demanding and critic¿l behaviors and/or the sense that the parent was not helping

themselves. One frustrated informant remarked, 'and with him, he's quite demanding,

like he c¿n look after himself but he's demanding, and I couldn't just toleraûe that, it's

lile bring me something and it's not please, it's just bring me something".

Some informants, felt that whatever they did it would never be enough in their

parents' eyes. This often resulted in their feeling resentful and guilty at the same time.

These emotions are conveyed in the following passage from an informant's experience:

I feel somewhat reseffil. You know, îhe oth¿r dny I didn't conv to the

hospital and it was the first rtne since my mom's been in the hospital and sh¿ was

just furious,
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She realty was fuious . She was very angry with me , it was on Thursdoy ,

and wh¿n I carne to the house Friilay because ,fi! mom carne (a home visit from

the hospital), HandiTransit brought her home on Frtdøy and we all had dim¿r

th¿re, like sh¿, when I walked ín, she just, sh¿ wouldn't even talk to me,

And my brothzr called me on Thursday niglu about 10:00 and said to rne,

'talæ your phone off the hook because mom is like if she gets a hold ofyou', he

said, 'I suggest you go.' I said, 'wha should I dn'? He said, 'maybe you should

go and visit her now'. And I go, 'it's 10:00 and I'm exhanted, I've bcen dealing

with nry own kids and. n¡y own issue with tny dauglter', I said, 'I can,t, I just

realty cannot go'. I mean I felt tenible and I fek, I mean she was fine afier.

.,.1 suppose nty concern is, like how successful I'm being at all of this.

You lcnow because I just give everybady pan of me and. nobody gets all of me,

And I'm sure other people feel the sante way.,,I suppose in the end realty, you

laøw, like øn I giving enough to my mom and øtn I being ercugh of a support

. for her.

Conclusion 
I

The narrative recounting of the informants' experience depicts the

multidimensional and complex nature of what occurs when frail elderly parents are

admitted to the hospital with an acute episode of illness. In the following chapter, the

thematic analysis of the data will be presented.

The application of a metaphor will form the basis for the inûerpretation and
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discussion of the frndings. Specifically, the metaphor of the labyrinth will assist in

understanding the knowledge gained from this study. An analogy will be drawn between

the characteristics of the labyrinth and the comparable attributes of parental caregiving

in the context of the hospital,
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CHÀPTT.R V

DISCUSSION

Introduetion

The research findings a¡e discussed in this chapûer, focusing specificalty on the

analogy of the labyrinth ûo the caregiving experience of adult sons and daughters of

hospitalized frail elderly parents. The findings will be discussed in relation to results

reported in prior litrerature and the concephnl framework, and implications for nursing

practice, education, and ¡ese¿rch will be provided.

The Carrs¡Ying Lab},rhth

The themes that emerge from the findings of this study can metaphorically be

described as a labyrinthine experienee, one that is consuming, continrrally changing, and

complex. Creating the image of a labyrinth in one's mind is a means to understand

experientially the essence of the informurts' caregiving experience.

Metaphorical labyrinths have been applied to a vast range of phenomena dating

back to ancient and m$ieval times. The labyrinth has been used in mythology,

Iiüerature, poetry, and theology to connote meanings touching on such themes as signs

of complex artistry, inextricability or impenetrability, and difficult proc€ss @oob, 1990).

Contemporary applications of the metaphor "as difficult process' c¿n be seen in Bolen's

(1994) memoir of her midlife sea¡ch for meaning and ¡enewal and in McGowin's (1993)

personal chronicle of her experience with the early stages of dementia.
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The labyrinth metâphor hæ a number of essential characteristics that are

reminiscent of the caregiving experience of adult sons and daughters of hospitatized frail

elderly patients. Three distinct properties of the labyrinth as metaphor that highlight and

bring clarity to this caregiving experience are: (a) the labyrinth as a symbol of a

convoluted journey; @) the complerity of choices as one makes one,s way through the

labyrinth; and (c) the cente¡ of the labyrinth as the core (heårt) of meaning.

Analysis and synthesis of the data has ¡esulted in the identification of the

following three themes:

1. Caregiving as Symbolic lourney

2, Weaving Through Complexities, and

3. The Cenûer of Meaning.

A conceptual scheme hæ been developed úo assist in the discussion of the themes

(see Figure l, p.85). The diagram highlights the components, patt€Íis, and themes of

the study. The conceptual scheme explicates the relationship between the pattems and

themes. The aspocs of the experience which symbolize the notion of a consuming

passage are illushated by the broken tines leading to the fust theme in the labyrinth

diagram, "caregiving asl symbolic joumey". The process of how the informants make

their way through the labyrinthine joumey and manage the experience is depicted by the

concrete lines leading to the second theme in the labyrinth diagram, "weaving through

complexities". The competing nuances embedded in the caregiving experience are

portrayed by the dotted lines leading to the third theme in the Iabyrinth diagram, ,,center

of meaning".
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In the sections that follow, the themes wi.ll be inærpretcd within the framework

of the labyrinth metaphor and discussed in relationship to findings from prior literature

and the concephral framework which guided the study.

lheme l.: Caregiying as Symbolic Journey

The symbolism of a labyrinth pathway, one that is consuming, changing, and

complex, is embodied in the subjective experience reported in this study. The image of

a convoluted labyrinth clearly arises from the stories of the adult sons a¡d daughters,

The distinctive elements symbolizing the challenges encountered throughout the

caregiving journey of the hospital experience are illushated in Figure 1(a) þ. g7).

The essence of a labyrinth journey is confusion, doubt, and frustration as one

ambiguity succeeds another @oob, 1990). The pathway may be halting, e,pisodic, and

constantly shifting. Doob (1990) contrasts its unending choices and chaos, and its

complex design. She states that one,s orientation will shape the experience, A

subjective position connotÊs being in the labyrinth and experiencing confirsion, whereas

an objective perspective signifies viewing it ftom above and seeing design or pattern.

Bolen (1Ð4) sqgge.sts that once the labyrinth is entered, ordinary time is

immaterial, one is in "the midst of a ritual and a journey where transformation is

possible, we do not know how far away or close we are to the cerìtÊr where meaning can

be found until we are there" þ. 34).

The data from this study illustrate that, from the time of crisis that precipitated

their parents' hospital admission through to the life-th¡eatening complications and the
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continued une€rtainty of the futute, the caregiving joumey was fraught with ambiguity.

When in the subjective context of the hospital joumey, informants conveyed that it was

difficult to sce far ahead, vision was curtailed. It was eâsy to become lost, not knowing

how the expcrience would unfold.

The manner in which parents and informants entered the caregiving labyrinth was

distinctive. In essence, the parents (patients) were abruptly thrust inüo the labyrinth of

the hospital. The informants entered to bear witness and support their parents through

the journey. They became immersed and at times felt helpless and overwhelmed as they

stood by and watched what was happening. The personal lives of informants were put

on hold as they dealt with competing demands, expectations, worries, feelings, and

frushations.

These data conñrmed previous findings ¡egarding the complexity of issues and

vulnerability facing hospitalized frail elderly (Kuypers & Bengtson, 1983; Palmer et a1.,

1994; Silliman & Stemberg, 1988; Tappen & Beckerman, 1993). Rockwood et al.

(1994) defined frail elderly individuats as "those in whom the assets maintaining health

and the deficits threaûening it a¡e in precarious balance'þ. 492). One of the key assets

was the availability of fqmily members prepared to assist with care needs. The findings

of this study bore out both the commitment of adult offspring to care fo¡ their parents

and the norm that it is most frequently daughters who a¡e identified as the primary

caregiver as opposed to sons (Brody, 1981, 1985, 1987; Connidis, 1989; Rosenthal,

Matthews, & Marshall, 1989; Shanas, 1980).

Hannson et al. (1990) suggesæd that involvement with parental caregiving follows
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a progressive s€quenc€, however, this study found that offspring were catapulted into a

dominant role because of the nature of events leading to hospitalization and the

subsequent s€quelae. Although they may have begun the journey as indirect participants,

their ¡ole quickly expanded as the complexity of caregiving issues unfolded. Bowers'

(1987) model of caregiving, based on reseårch from the perspective of family members,

identified a number of key categories of care, ln this study, the notion of "anticipatory,,

eâre was pervasive.

Bowers (1987) describes anticþtory care as occurring in the eârlier stages of

parental cffegiving and as planning for lust in case' scenarios of what the future might

hold. However, this study extends Bowers' meaning of anticipatory c¿¡e to one which

has a close¡ fit ûo the expanded typology of care described by Nolan, Keady and Grant

(1995). They describe the changing character of anticipatory care as moving from *what

would I do if...?" to "what will I do when...?". These researchers suggest that

anticþtory care extends throughout the caregiving hajecüory and changes in character

from initially being an activity that is not sha¡ed with the elder to one that is sha¡ed as

needs change and decisions have ûo be considered.

Elements of preçntive and supervisory care @owers, 1987) were also evident

in this study. Nume¡ous obstacles were encountered as the informants monitored thei¡

parents' condition and c¿re, One of the more frustrating walls they ran into was the

interaction with he¿lth professionals, the formal members of the patient's câre team. A

number of troubling aspects affected the relationship including the fact that informants

felt compelled !o survey closely the ca¡e because of medical errors, lack of continuity,
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and poor communicâtion on the part of some health c¿re professionals. These incidents

heightened thei¡ sense of responsibility and vigilance. Thei¡ stress level increased when

their expectations for ca¡e within the hospital conflicted with what actually happened.

Prior literature has confirmed the frustration and shess experienced by family

members of the hospitalized elderly @ull, 1990; Bull et a1., 1995; Iaitinen, 1994;

Liston, Mann, & Banerjee, 1995; SiJliman, 193). An expanding body of literatute

recognizes the vulnerability and risk facûors of the hospitalized frail elderly and the need

for comprehensive geriatric ass€ssment and management early on in the hospit¡li'ation

(Germain, Knoeffel, Wieland, & Rubenstein, 1995; Hogan & Fox, 1990; Naylor,

Brooten, Jones, Iavizzo-Mourey, Mezey, & Pauty, 1994; Reuben et at., 1995).

Acrording úo this literatu¡e, the benefis of early intervention and follow-up by an

interdisciplinary geriatric team a¡e potentially shorter hospital stays and b€tter functional

and social outcomes,

An equally important facet that informants of this study struggled with was their

relationship with siblings, Dispårity in the appraisal of the situation and the contribution

of time and assistance we¡e hurdles informants confronted both on an internal level and

in bringing issues into' open awareness. lnner feelings of resentment and anger

compounded an already difficult situation. These frndings support earlier work by

Matthews and Rosner (1988) and Pearlin et al. (1990). Pea¡lin and Turner (1987, cited

in Pearlin et al., 1990) suggest that any threat to family relationships can create

con siderable strain.

The notion of a labyrinthine j oumey is conveyed by the experience of these adult
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sons and daughters. The following section will discuss the challenge of managing the

joumey.

îheme 2: Weavlng Through Complexitie

The second theme absEacted from the data involves the ways in which the

informants managed the caregiving role, interacted with health professionals, co@ with

the situation, and sha¡ed the work with siblings. The factors representing how

informants made thei¡ way through the labyrinthine journey of caring for hospitalized

frail parents are porhayed in Figure 10) (p. 92).

One of the qualities of the labyrinth is the sense of ,proeessn as the joumey

evolves. Getting through the labyrinth requires perseveranc€, pause for thought and

discussion, and æsting out various pathways. Sometimes experience, intelligence,

guidance, signposts, or advice along the way serve to mediate the course to be taken

(Doob, 1990). Confidencp may be lost, choices may fail miserably, but frequent t€sting

and repeated experience may lead to transcending the confusion and finding a sense of

pulpose and meaning (Bolen, tÐ4).

The notion of jprocess" was manifested repeatedly in the findings of this

caregiving experience. There were times when the lack of clea¡ direetion was ominous

and then a path became clear. Guidance came from a number of sou¡ces, For some,

it was the inner value that they were doing the right thing or the perseverance they saw

in their parents. For others, it was the advice of a good friend or f¡om a nurse caring

for thei¡ parent, Finding the right course to encourage resilience and independence in
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their parents was achieved through trial and effor. Respecting parents' wishes and

decisions was finely weighed with facing the reality and consequences of frailty. The

examples of how informants became more adamant in advocating for thei¡ parents and

being involved with the patient care team personified this sense of unfolding clarity in

their role,

One of the most disturbing findings was the perc€ption informants had that they

were not valued by the team but rather \,r,ere s€en as a *bother,'. Being seen as a bothe¡

presented in two ways. Sometimes this occured when informants were actively pursuing

information and involvement or conversely when they were perceived as not 'being on

boa¡d' with the team's care plan for the patient. Clearly, exp€ctations were not always

eongruent between health professionals and these family caregivers.

In the first scenario, if family members a¡e made to feel they are intruding mther

than being valued as a crucial resource, a disservice is being done ûo them and ultimately

the patient, One must question if this occurs partially because the model of hospital care

has traditionally been disease-oriented and individuat-focused versus family-centered.

In the case of the frail elderþ, however, this is not sufflcient as the functional, social,

and family components pf care strongly influence positive outcomes.

The second scenario of being p€rceived as a "bother" if they did not agree with

health professionals raises a number of significant issues. The trend in health care is to

facilitate timely discharge and to expect family members to assume an active role in

providing care to the frail elderty at home. ln contrast to this expectation, many of the

i¡formants in this study indicated that the hospitatization of their parent had been a
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tuming point. That is, they wanted to set limits on how much care they would provide

as they felt they were jeopardizing their own health and well-being.

The inherent risk in the potential cross-purposes of this situation is twofold.

Ffust, the needs of family caregivers may be overlooked and/or discountei and second,

relations between the formal and informal caregivers could become conflicted. The

potential consequenc€s for family caregivers include guilt and a heightened sense of

burden, both of which are detrimental to the well-being of caregivers and care-receivers.

In addition, putting pressure on families to assume a dominant role in caregiving

raise,s ethical conc€rns regarding the ¡ole of health care professionals. Are physicians,

nurses, and social workers being placed in the position of sometimes forcing unûenable

expectations? P¡evious literature has addre,ssed the macro-syst€m policy issues which

have an impact on ttre role of family members and consequently on health professionals

(Bomstein, 1994; Neysmith, l98l; Rosenthal, 1994; Wolfson et al., 1993). A closer

examination of the issue of responsibility for elder c¿re is called for during this time of

dramatically redueed govemment-support€d programs.

The data revealed that family relationships were very important ùo the informants.

Sorting out issues with their sibtings represented a crucial a¡ea that b€câme more

imperative as the demands of the situation intensified. It was evident that when family

members differed with the informant in ttreir appraisal of what should be done fo¡ the

parent, it was highly stessful. The issue that provoked this most frequently related to

whether a parent should be institutionalized or be discharged home, The findings support

the work of Zarit et al. (1980) in that receiving emotional support and recognition from
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their siblings had a bearing on the inænsity of theh stress level. However, there came

a point when emotional support was not enough and physical assistance with caregiving

responsibilities became paramount.

The coping shategies ut'rlized by the informants, particularly the emotion-focused

and problem-focused shategies confirm previous findings regarding mediating factors

identified in the shess literature (Iawton et al., 1989; I qzarus & Folkman, 1984; Moos

& Schaefer, 1986; Pearlin et at., 1990). \ hile some patterns were similar across

informants there were, of course, many differences in how the challenges were

subjectively interpreted and confronted, As would be expected some informants had

mo¡e resources to draw on, be it what they have leamed from previous caregiving

experience, their support network, their proactive behavior.

The process of weaving through the caregiving labyrinth was not straightforward.

lVhereas some caregivers managed the complexities of the situation without feeling

hemendous burden, others felt predominantly overtaxed by objective and subjective

aspects of the experience. Not only are there contrasts between individuals but also

within one individual at different times, Individuals may feel centered and positive at

one point and discouragS and resentful at another time. Characteristics identified in the

stress and coping literature such as psychological, familial, social, and interpersonal

factors influenced the meaning and purpose embodied in this experience.

This section has discussed the process of managing the multifaceted dimensions

of caring for acutely ill hospitalized elderly parents. Metaphorically, the process has

been compared with the complexity of responses, decisions, and actions involved in
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maki¡g one's way th-rough an intricate labyrinth, In the fotlowing section, the meaning

arcribed to the caregiving joumey will be conside¡ed.

Theme 3: Center of Mesning

The data convey the tension of contrasting polarities existing within the caregiving

experience @gure 1(c) p. 97), Ideally, adult sons and daughters experience a sense of

meaningful purpos€ and emerge successfully from the situation. Conversely, they

experience a sense of inexhicåbility and failure.

A characteristic of the labyrinth is its circuitous process which doas not permit

sFaightforward acc€ss to or egress from the center. Doob (1990) describes the center

of the laby¡inth as potentially containing something valuable, She proposes that how the

Iabyrinth-walker copes with the challenges of the joumey will determine what is learned

and discovered. Bolen (1994) implies that if facing what lies ahead and not turning back

or giving up, we shall integrate the experience and feel a sense of aceomplishment, The

process involves recognition that many of the circumstances encountered are beyond

one's influence. There is much leaming about living in the immediaæ present.

\ he¡eas litÊraryr metaphorical use,s of the labyrinth suggest that one is either

transformed or remains imprisoned, this particular connotation of the labyrinth metaphor

diverges from the experience of the informants in this study. The complexity of parental

caregiving in the context of the hospital did not lend itself to such a disc¡ete

categorization. The paradoxes informants' experienced in this caregiving experience
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were intense, for example, one moment feeling the fear of losing the parent and at

another point loathing the dependence of the parent. The informants felt frust¡ation

towards siblings and at the same time compassion for thei¡ difficulties, They wanted to

be part of the circle of ca¡e but were frequently shut out from what was happening. The

informants deeply wished to help the parent remain in the community but resented the

personal sacrifices involved,

Findings ftom this study support work by Grant and Nolan (1993, p. 151) who

ídentify source.s of caregiver satisfaction as inctuding the sense of "repayment for past

services', the oexpression of appreciation" on the part of the carereceiver, and the value

of preventing premature institution¡lizatis¡. However, this study did not find a sense of

satisfaction derived from the feeling of "altruism' as was strongly supported in Grant and

Nola¡r's (1993) findings. Additionally, the data suggested a relationship between the

inærpersonal dynamics of the informants and their parents and the perception of whether

one feels imprisoned by the role or not.

This study found that the informants' process of inægrating the caregiving

experience was circula¡ and its purpose and meaning shifted over time. The caregiving

journey encompassed ouþ events and inner feelings and reflection. The findings suggest

that the adult offspring in this study were in transition. Meleis and Trangenstein (1994)

refer ùo hansition periods as being charaeterized by "process, disconnectedness,

perception, and patæms of response" (p.256). Ttre type.s of transitions embedded in the

context of this study included changes in the health a¡rd/or illness of elderly parents,

family roles and expectations, Further work to confirm this analysis would be beneficial
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to gain understanding of how meaning evolves over the trajectory of caregiving.

In summary the experience described by the informants embraces the essence and

spirit of the labyrinth metaphor @oob, 1990) in its complexity of chaos and design,

choosing and retreating, imprisonment and enlightenment.

Conceptual Framework

Pe¿¡lin et al.'s (1990) conceptuat model on the caregiving stress process was used

as a guiding framework for this study. As previously noted, this model emerged from

work with family members caring for relatives with Alzheimer's disease. The purpose

of this research was to understand the experience of caring for hoqpitalized frail elderly

parents who were not cognitively impaired.

Whereas many of the conceptual components of the model were applicable ùo the

informants' experience, a number of interesting elements emerged which are contexhnlly

relevant.

As might be expected, the primary stressors of the situation a¡e different. pearlin

et al,, (1990) state that the primary stressors are comprised of objective and subjective

indicaûo¡s related directly to the situation. In this study, the primary sfessors app€ar to

be the critic¿l changes in parents' he¿tth and the ambiguity of their functional capabilities

for discharge. As well, the interaction with health care professionals represents a

significant stressor for caregiving offspring in this context. In contrast to caregivers of

cognitively impaired relatives, the informants in this study did not express a deep sense

of feeling they had lost their sense of ¡elationship with their parents.
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In terms of second¡ry stressors, two categories a¡e identified by pearlin et al.,

(1990), specifically role strains and inhapsychic stnins. ln this study, role strains

experienced by informants included compression of social life, employment pressures,

but most evident were family role strains and conflict, Issues related to the i¡formants'

families of origin and clear communication with siblings were problematic. The

innapsychic processes described by Pearlin et al., (1990), such as a sense of masbry,

role captivity, and inner growth were captured in this study in the patærns which

emerged related úo the meaning of caregiving.

The mediaûors of coping and social support are described in the third domain of

Pearlin et al.'s (1990) model. As previously discussed, mediators such as friends,

humor, and self-talk played a crucial role in how the informants managed thei¡ situation,

However, in the context of the hospital, a¡rother critical element app€a¡s !o have an

important mediating effect for many family caregivers: namely, having input and

recognition in the patient's care team,

The final domain referred to by Pearlin et al., (1990) relates to the outcome of

caregiving over the long haul. In this study, the informants were immersed in the

process of caregiving. þat lies down the ¡oad for them is unknown in terms of their

ability ùo continue in the role.

ln conclusion, the eonceptual model was a useful guide for this research on

caregiving. The findings from this study support the model's premise that caregiving is

a stressful, dynamic proeess comprised of many interwoven components @earlin et al,,

1990).
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Limitations of the Study

The greaûest strength ofa qualitative design is the poæntial for the data to provide

a rich and meaningful dascription of the informants' lived experience, The primary

method of data collection is through intensive inùerviews with informants. Herein lies

both the sEength and the limitåtion of the study's design.

The informants may be self-conscious and reluctant to discuss atl aspects of their

experience. The skill of the ¡esearcher to ask cle¿¡ nonleading questions, ùo have good

listening skills, and to expand or probe an informant's responses has direct bearing on

the quality of the data obtaind. At best, the researche¡ can be aware of these factors

and approach informants in a forthright, sincere and interested maririer, Reviewing the

field noæs during the course of data collection provided a mechanism for improving the

researcher's inærviewing ability and sensitivity ûo the informants' experience.

A related reality of this methodology is the time commitment required of the

informans. An underlying premise of the conceptual framework ¡elates ùo the notion of

caregiving changing over time. Intensive and tep€at€d interviews were not possible for

informants, therefore, the findings tepresent only one slice in time.

Interpretation ofi interview data is also subject to the strength of the study's

design. One of the goals of this study was ùo shed light on the family dynamics of older

families facing change in their family system. A recognized diffrculty in studying

families is that ftequently the focus of the study is on individuat family members rather

than the family as a whole (Costa & McCrae, 1983), Although there may be a primary

caregiver supporting the elderly hospitalized patient, secondary caregivers are also
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commonly involved. Assembling whole family units is problematic. This study was

therefore limited in that it explored the adult son's or daughter's subjective viewpoint and

their perception of other family members' appraisal of the situation. Therefore, caution

must be exe¡cised in inÞrpreting the data beyond the individual perceptions of the

informants inærviewed.

Implic¿tions For Nursine Practic€ Á,nd Educstion

The results of this study indicaæ th¡ee interconnected domains relevant !o

gerontological nursing practice. The therapeutic role nurses may play relates to:

l. Helping to eås€ the hospitat joumey of elderly patients and their families,

2. Guiding family caregivers through the caregiving maze, and

3. Being npresent' to caregivers as they inægrate the meaning of caring for parents.

Geriahic models of care suggest the neêd for geronùological expertise at the outset

of the hospital experience, not only at the time the patient arrives on a specialized

geriahic unit. Fragmentation a¡rd lack of continuity in ærms of communication a¡rd

information sharing with elderly patients and thei¡ family caregivers clearly emerged as

a practice issue in this sfudy. The frndings pointed to the need for early and consistent

involvement not only with elderly patients, but also with thei¡ family members.

A consisænt health professional, such as a geriatric clinical nurse specialist, could

gather pertinent information and communicate with families across the hospital stay,

regardless of which unit patients were on as there are frequently a number transfers

during the course of hospitalization, This approach would heþ promote ',informed
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alticþtion" of care needs by adult offspring and provide the desired linkages between

the formal and i¡formal caregivers. The findings from Naylor et al,'s (1994)

randomiz€d control study on the benefits of comprehensive geriatric discharge planning

by a specialized geriahic nurse are encouraging in terms of patient and family outcomes

and cost-effectiveness.

Another implication for practice derived from the study is for nurses to be

mindful of balancing the needs of patients with those of their family members, The

findings from this study extend the existing understanding of the worries, shessors,

family issues, and needs for information experienced by adult offspring caregivers.

Experienced nurses are in a prime position to assess and clari$ family expectations and

perce,ptions, explain resources and options, and advocate on behalf of family members

with the inærdisciplinary cffe team.

An important domain for nursing practice is the recognition that adult offspring

of hoqpitalized frail elderþ patients are in a state of transition and nurses are in pivotal

position therape.r.rtically to afñrm, validaæ, guide, and value this procêss. For example,

in situations where caregivers are trying to sort out conflict with siblings and resolve the

issue of caregiving resppnsibilities, a nurse can serye as a helpful sounding board for

bringing issues into open awareness. The coaching role of nurses is also beneficial for

helping caregivers establish boundaries with their parents that will promote parents' self-

care abilities and prevent over-taxing the resources of adult offspring.

I:st, tecommendations fo¡ ongoing gerontological nursing education are: (a) to

emphasize the impact of macro{evel policy on practice issues, paficularly in this time
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of fiscal cutbacks and reconstruction of the health ca¡e system, (b) üo acc€ntuate the

spectrum of care across the continuum fo¡ the frail elderly and their families as the

period of hospitalization represcnts a discrete but limited phase in the caregiving

hajectory, (c) to highlight the challenges and opportunitias for gerontological nursing

roles now and in the future and (d) to promoæ keeping cunent with the latest literature,

atlending educational rounds and conferences, and particþting in geronûological nursing

interest associations .

ImDlications For Nursing R€ses¡eh

A number of ¡esearch recommendations arise from this study. Further research

into the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of various models of geriahic care, such as

consultation teams and clinical nurse specialist roles is recommended. This is crucial

given the predicted demographic proportion that suggest the absolute number of ftail

elderly individuals is increasing and their hospital utilization is signiñcant. Collaborativc

studies with other disciplines including geriatricians, rehabilitation therapists, and social

worke¡s would be valuable.

Another importa¡t area of resea¡ch would be longitudinal and multidimensional

studies into parental caregiving throughout the caregiving process. This work would be

a worthwhile contribution to gain betær understanding of the patterns and meårúng of

caregiving over the long haul. It would be important to add ûo the body of knowledge

of caring for cognitively aware elderly individuals in contrast to the cognitively impaired

for the process of involvement may follow a different sequence, especially when health
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changes occur suddenly as in the case of hospiralization for acute care management.

Meleis and Trangenstein (1994) propose that nursing resea¡ch is needed on

transitional experiences and nursing interventions that support healthy transitions (í.e.

role mætery, well-being, energy, firnctional ability). Rese¿rch on this a¡ea of study is

urgently ne€ded to support nurses working in acuie care settings as the timeframe fo¡

involvement is shorter yet takes place in a very shessful context. By finding ways to

help family caregivers manage the hospital experience and the transition to home more

effectively, it may be possible ûo a[eviate some of the shess associated with caring for

elderly parents.

I:st, further examination of the extended family system under stress would be

worthwhile to gain a de€,per understanding of how families can be effectively supported

as they adapt ûo changing roles and expoctations, studies that address the different

pattems of appraisal would shed light on how family members deal collectively with the

eomplexities of caregiving,

Conclusion

Findings from this study have resulted in a conceptual scheme that describes the

experience ofadult sons and daughters of hospitalized frail elderly parents as reminiscent

of a consuming, changing, complex labyrinth, The sensitizing framework based on the

caregiving sFess proc€ss guided the research proe€ss. A qualitative methodology

drawing on tenets from ethnography was used to produce findings that were rich and

meaningful, allowing for the identification of pattems and themes significant to
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understanding the phenomenon. Many of the findings validated results obtained in prior

research. Additionally, solne new perspectives and understandings emerged. Whereas

findings frorn this study cannot be generalized to a larger population due to the linited

sample size, some useful findings were obtained that may assist nurses and other health

care professionals to provide more sensitive and family oriented care to hospitalized

elderly patients. Recommendations for gerontological nursing practice, education, and

research were offered,
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APPENDX A

VERBAL RFQUEST

Ann læmieux is a Registered Nurse and graduate student in the Master of Nursing

program at the university of Manitoba, she is doing research here about elderly patients

and thei¡ adult sons/daughters in a hospital setting.

Ann Iæmieux would like úo invite you to partioipåte in her study. Would you be

willing ûo ¡"us ¡s¡ talk tro you ûo explain her study so that you can decide whether or not

you would like to participaüe?

Whether or not you decide to particþte will in no way influence the care your

parent receives, All information is strictly confidential,

(If agreeable, the adult son or daughter's name is given to the nurse ¡esearcher

and the nurse thanks them.)

(If the adult son or daughûer declines the nurse thanls them for their time.)
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APPENDTK B

EXPLANATION OF THE STTJDY

My name is Ann læmieux. I am a Regisæred Nursc and a student in the Master

of Nursing Program at the University of Manitoba. As part of my nursing program, I

am conducting a study on this unit entitled Ërhe Experf ence of Adult, sonE &

Daugbt€ra of Hospitallzed Frall Elderly parentg! à, Oualitatjve
Study".

I am conducting this study to leam what it is like for adult sons and daughters as

they adapt to health-¡elated changes affecting their parent and family roles. Certain

questions will ask for bacþround information about your parent arid yourself, such as

marital stâtus and living arangement, Information about your parent's health condition

will be obtained from his or her hospital chart.

You will be æked ùo respond to a number of questions about your personal

experience and unde¡standing of your parent's health condition and your role with your

parent. This information will help me understand the experience of adult offspring of

hospitalized elderly parents.

You are invited !o participate in the study. Particþtion will involve one or two

inùerviews, conducted by myself, and will take place at a time mutually convenient to us

both. The interviews will take approximately one to one and a half hours. The

interviews will be tape recorded if you are agreeable.

Although there may be no direct benefits to participating in the study for you or

your parent the study findings may help nurses to understa¡d better the experience of

adult offspring of hospihlized elderly parents. The findings may also help nurses plan
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care and respond ûo the needs of elderly patients and their family members in the future.

Whether or not you decide !o particþte, your parent's ca¡e will not be affected

in any way, If you choose to participate, I will then read a consent form with you and

respond to any questions you may have about the study. Your signature on the consent

form indicates your willingness to participaæ. You are free ùo withdraw at any time,

without effect on your parent's care.

You are assured of confidentiality, Neither your name nor your parent's name

will be used on written notÊs or in any public re,port of the study. A summary of the

results will be provided üo you, if requested,

This Hospital as well as my thesis committee and the Nursing.Ethics Committee

of the University of Manitoba have given me thei¡ permission ûo cårry out this study.

I will be happy to answer any questions you have about this study. I can be

reached at ¡. If you wish to speak to my thesis chairperson, you

may call Dr. Cynthia Cameron, at the Faculty of Nursing, University of Maniûoba (474-

8240).

Thank you for your time and atbntion.

With kind regards

Sincerely,

A¡n Iæmieux R.N.
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APPEI.IDX C

CONSENT FORM

DESCRIPTION OF THE STI]DY:

Ann Iæmieux, a Registered Nurse and a student in the Master of Nursing

Program at the University of Manitoba, is conducting a study entitled nrhe

ErperÍence of ådult sonE & Daughters of Bospl.talired Frall
Elderly Par€nta ! A Ql¡alltative Study,, . The purpose of this study is to

learn what it is like for adult sons and daughters as they adapt to health-related changes

affecting their parent and family roles.

PROCH)URES:

If I agree 0o participate, my particþtion will involve one or two interviews,

conducted by Ann Iæmieux at a time mutually convenient to us both. I will be asked to

respond to a number of questions about my personal experience and understanding of my

parent's health condítion and my role with my parent. Information about my parent's

health condition will be obtained from his or her hospital chart. The iriterviews will take

approximately one to one and a half hours. The interviews will be tape-recorded. I may

choose to not have the interviews tåp€-recorded. I may refuse to answer any question

during the inæwiews. I may choose to stop the interview at any time and may withdraw

from the study at any time.
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BET{ETITS AND RISKS OF PARTICIPATING IN THIS STI]DY:

Although there may be no di¡ect benefits to participating in the study for me or

my parent the study findings may help nurses to understand better the experience of adult

offspring of hospitalized elderly parents. The findings may help nurses plan care and

respond to the needs of elderly patients and their family members in the future.

CONFIDET{TIALITY:

I am assured of confidentiality. Neither my nor my parent's name will be used

on written notes or in any public report of the study. All inærview transcripts will be

held in the shictest confidence. Tap€ recordings and transcripts will be identified by

code number only, I understand that Ann Iæmieux's thesis committee will have access

to the the hanscribed data. I may receive a summary of the results if I so desire.

INVITATION lIO QIIESTION:

If I have any questions about the study, I may reach Ann Lernieux at '

or, , If I wish to speak with her thesis chairperson I may contact, Dr. Cynthia

Cameron, at the Facult¡¡ of Nursing, University of Maniûoba (474-8240).

YOLI]NTARY PARTICIPATION:

Participation in this study is entirely voluntrary. Whether or not I decide to

particþæ, my parent's care will not be affected in any way. If I decide to participate

and then later want !o withdraw, I am free to do so without any effect on my parent's
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particþte, my parent's care will not b€ affected in any way. If I decide t,o participaæ

and then later want ûo withdraw, I am free to do so without any effect on my parent's

cåre.

My signature on this form indicatcs that I have discussed the study with Ann

Iæmieux and have read a written explanation of it, that I have read this form, and that

I give my consent to particþæ in this study.

SIGNATT]RE OF PARTICIPÄNT

SIGNATI,]RE OF IIYVESTIGATOR

DÄTE

I wish to reeeive a final copy of this study:

Yes_ No_
Mail to:
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APPENDX D

EXPLANATION OF THE STTJDY FOR PATTENTS

My name is Ann læmieux. I am a Regisæred Nurse and a student in the Master

of Nursing Program at the University of Maniüoba, As part of my nursing program, I

am conducting a study on this unit entitled hlbe E¡peri6Dce of Adult sona &

DåugbtêrÉ of Eospltall¡ad Frail Elderly parentat å, eualltative
Süudy".

I am conducting this study to learn what it is like for adult sons ¡urd daughters as

they adåpt !o heålth-¡elated changes affecting their parent and family roles, Participation

will involve my inæwiewing your son/daughüsr about their personal experience and

understanding of your health condition.

Certain questions will ask for bacþround information, such as your ma¡ital status

and living arrangement. r$fith your permission, information about your health condition

will be obtained from your hospital chart. This information wiJl help me understand the

experience of adult sons and daughters of hospitalized parents,

Although there may be no di¡ect benefiS to participating in the study for you or

your adult child the study findings may help nurses plan care and respond to the needs

of elderly patients and thei¡ adult children in the future.

Particþtion in this study is voluntary. Whether or not your son or daughter

decides to participate, your care will not be affecæd in any way. You are assured of

confidentiality. Neither your name nor your son/daughter's name wiil be used on written

notes or in any public report of the study.
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This Hospital as well as the Nursing Ethics Committee of the University of

Manitoba have given me thei¡ permission to c¿rry out this study,

I witl be happy to answer any questions you have about this study, I can be

reached at , If you wish to sp€åk with my study supervisor, Dr.

C. Cameron, you may call her at the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba (424-

8240). You are welcome úo keep this explanation.

Thank you for your time and attention,
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APPEI.¡DX E

DEÙTOGR.A.PHIC DÄTA

THE EOSPITALIZED PARENT: (OBTAIN FROM CH.ART &/OR INFORMANÐ

GENDER: FEMALE MALE

DATE OF ADMISSION TO SBGH:

DATE OF ADMISSION TO IJNTT:

REÀSON FOR ADMSSION:

MEDICAL DIAGNOSES/HEALTH PROBLEMS:

MARITAL STATUS:

MARRIED-
DIVORCED--

SEPARATED-

wIDOWED_

COMMON LATV

EDUCATION:

GRADE 8 OR LESS

SOME HIGH SCHOOL
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HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA_

SOME COLLEGE

COLLEGE DEGREE

GRADUATE DEGREE

PREADMISSION LIVING ARRANGEMENT:

LWES:

AI,ONE-
SPOUSE

CHILDREN

SIBLINGS

FRIENDS

OTTIER RELATIVES

OITI{ER

PREADMISSION LIVING ARRANGEMENT:

TYPE OF HOME:

APARTMENT

HOUSE

SENIOR HOUSTNG_

OTHER
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ADIJLTCHILDREN: GEOGRAPHICPRO)ilMITY:
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DENÍOGRAPEIC DÄ,TA

THE ADTTLT SON OR DAUGHTER, INFORMANT:

GENDER: FEMALE- MALE-

25 TO 35

36 TO 45

46 TO 55

56 TO 65

66+

MARITAL STATUS:

NEVER MARRIED

MARRIED

DIVORCED

SEPARATtsD

WIDOWED

COMMON LA\ry
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EDUCATTON:

GRADE 8 OR LESS

SOME HIGH SCHOOT

HrGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA_

soME CoLLEGE_
COLLEGE DEGREE

GRADUATE DFÍIREE

EMPLOYMENT STATUS:

CLERTCAL_LABORER....-......... PROFESSIONAL_

RETAIL-MANAGEMENT-RETRED

HOMEMAKER OTHER

NI]MBER OF CHILDREN/DEPENDENTS:

CI,JRRENT LTVING ARRANGEMENT:

LWES:

AI-ONE

SPOUSE

CHILDREN

GRANDCHILDREN
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PARENTS

FRIENDS

OTHER RELATWES

OTIIER

TYPE OF HOME:

APARTMENT

HOUSE

OTHER
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APPENDX F

INFÛRMÀNT'S APPRAISAL OF

ELDF,RLY PAREÀIT'S (PATIENÐ FUNCTTONAL STATT,]S

INSTRUMEAITAL ACTIWNES OF DAILY LTVING:
L Shopping:

on own
ne€ds ûo be accompanied
unable to shop

2, Food Pre,paration:
prepares meals on own
needs help
maintains adequate diet
meals prepared by someone

3. Houseke4ing:
on own
occasional assistance
does light daily tasks
needs help with heavy tasks

4. Laundry:
by self compleûely
small items
needs help with all

5. Transportation:
travels independently
aranges own
needs assistance
does not travel

6. Medications:
takes own coÍectly
takes own if pre,pared
not capable

7. Abifiry to handle finances:
manages own compleûely
ne€ds help with major iûem
not capable



8. Ability to use phone:
operatÊs phone on own
answers phone, cån't dial
does not use phone

ACTTVTIIES OF DAILY LTYING:
1. Bathing: (sponge,bath, shower)

self
some help
a lot of help

2. Dressing: (chooses clothes,
puts clothes on in correct sequence)

self
some help
a lot of help

3. Toileting: (bowel and urine)
goes on own
cleans self
receives assistance
incontinent

4. Mobility/Transfer:
c¿n walk 50 yards
can climb stai¡s
gets in and out of bed
needs help
unable

5. Feeding:
self
self with assistance
fed

SOCIAL NETTVORIISUPPORT:
1. Visits/outing with family/friends

once a week
1-3 times a month
less often
nevet
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2. Talks on phone with family/friends
once a day
less often
more often
not at all

3. Has someone to conf,rde in?

references: (Katz et al, 1963; Iawton & Brody, 1969)
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APPENDX G

TEE INFORMANT'S CARDGTVING ROLE

PRIOR TO ADMISSION AND PERCEPITON OF WEAT IT NO\,V INVOLVES

1, Homemaintenance/housework:

2, Transportation/groceries

3, Bureaucratic mediation (obtaining information,services)

4. Moneymanagemenlpersonalbusiness

5. Psychologicaltilellbeing

(monitoring emotional status, social participation, cognitive status, stress)

6. Physical Health

(monitoring general health, diet, drs. visits, meds)

7. Pe¡sonal Care

(moniúoring exercise, personal care, hygiene, eyesight, mobility)

8. Supervisory Care

(coordinating and supervising the care provided by other people)

9, P¡otective./PreservativeCa¡e

(protecting the parent's self-concept and self-esteem)

References: Brody, 1987; Hannson et al, (1990).
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APPENDX E

INTER,YIEW GI]IDE

THE EXPERIENCE OF åDI'LT SOUS ÀND DÀUCBEERE¡ OF
EOSPITÀI.¡IZED FRJIII, ELDERLY PARENES

I unde¡sta¡d your parent's (patient's name) health condition hæ changed since.... and
that your role with your parent is also changing. I would like to learn more about your
experience and how you are coping with these changes.

1. DEIVÍOGRAPEIC DATÄ

I would like !o begin by asking you for some background information about your parent
and yourself.

The Eospitalized Pa¡ent: [See Attached]

The Adult Son or Daughter Informant: [See Attached]

2. Info¡mantts perteption and interprctation of the hmpitalized parentts s¡ange in
heslth/functionsl ststus.

I would lile to get a sense of how you feel your parent was doing with everyday
activities before being adrnitted to hoqpital and what concerns you may have now. [SEE
ATTACHED IADL & ADL GI]IDE]

How do you understand (parent's) present heatth condition?

Can you tell me what goes through your mind when you think about þarent's) healttr?
[Probe: Now and in the future].

What concems you most about þarent'$ health?

What is your understanding of the decisions being made concerning þarent). [probe:
medical decisions, discharge plans, ænse of truthfulness about what to expect etc.l

3. Infomant's perception and interpretation of what the change in the parent,s
heslth w¡I imply for his/her role with the partnt.

In what ways were you helping your parent before hiVher admission and how you s€e
yourself helping now/or when your parent goes home. [SEE ATTACIGD GIJIDE]

Can you tell me what goes through your mind when you think about helping your parent
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like this? How will it affect your own life?

What concerns you most about helping your parent? [Probe: capability, resources,
motivation, healthl

4. The inform¡nt's ascrib€d ¡såning of parent car.e.

Sons and daughters often express that caring for an older parent stirs a number of
emotions. Can you describe what it has meant for you.
lProbe: (a) feelings, attitudes, emotions,

(b) developmental issues i.e, putting it inø perspective in the overall schema of life,
switching roles, rethinking one's attitudes, priorities, resFucturing one's life;

(c) sense of purposey'significance , ...protection from guiltl

Can you tell me what your relationship was like with your llarent over the years? þobe:
were ties close, affectionate, shained, conflictual eüc, how have they changed?l

5. The informantts appraisal of how he/she is coping with the changes and demands
of the partntts situation.

Can you tell me what you have been doing úo cope with the changes in (parenfs) health
and the changes in your role with your parent,

[Probe: seeking information, maintaining & developing social support, family unity and
flexibility, recognizing options, having an action plan.l

Have your efforts ûo cope helped? Overall, how do you feel you are doing?
[Probe: -attempts to reduce painful emotions,
-feels optimistic, pessimistic,
-has a sense of mastery/confidencey'hope, self-esteem,
-have the¡e been some things that may be harmful in the long run eg. overeating, denying
thei¡ is a problem etc.l

How have you faced other situations in your life that have been shessful? [probe: Is this
one as sEessful, more, less; crisis?]

6. The infomsntts understanding of the simitnrities and differences between his/her
appraisal, perteptions and interpretations of parental health and caregiving, and
other family members.

I would like to le¿rn more about your other family members. Can you tell me what
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happened when (parent) was first hospitalized?
[Probe: Who identified the problem, who was called, when, what was their response.
How was informant designated primary person?l

Can you deseribe for me how your (other family members) are responding to the
situation?

[Probe: what is thei¡ definition of the scriousness of parent's condition and the need fo¡
earegiving activitiasl

Is your understanding of what the doetors have told you different from your (family
members)?

[Probe: who agrees, disagrees]

Can you tell me how you and (family member) are working out how to deal with the
sihntion?
[Probe: -what altematives are being discussed,
-who thought of the plan,
-how a¡e you deciding what to do,
-are you able ûo talk ûo each other,
_who does ¡6s¡ sf ths ralking,
-can you share feelings with each other, openly, guardedly, indirectly,
-how do you let each other know how you are feeling,
-how do you get your ideas across,
do you feel that (family) understand you,
-what happens when you don't agreel

When you compare how you are coping with the sihntion to others in the family who
do you think is having the hardest time? The least difficulty? How so? Has the
situation surfaced previous areas of strai¡r./conflict?

7. The lnformant's perrception of what mny be helpful to adult offspring of
hospitalized patients.l

What suggestions could you make for other adult sonVdaughærs who are facing a simila¡
situation?

A¡e there suggestions you would like to make for otlers (including he¿lth care
professionals, family and friends) that would help you deal with the situation?

t * ¡ß *,1. '** *,# rk'* **¡*'**¡t *¡Í 
'k* '**
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APPENDX I
FIELD NOTES

Obsenational Personal Methodological

* Observational Notes = description of events (where
inærview held, who was present, what happened etc)

* Personal Notes -- researchers feeling, reactions,
interpretation of events

* Methodological Notes = how study is being conducted,
interview techniques etc.


